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ABSTRACT FOR THE CHAPTER
JEL Classification Codes:
O4
Economic growth and aggregate productivity
O4.7 Measurement of economic growth; aggregate productivity
This chapter surveys the theory and methods of the measurement of aggregate
productivity as characterized by total factor productivity (TFP) and total factor productivity
growth (TFPG). Index number methods are the mainstay methodology for estimating national
productivity. Different conceptual meanings have been proposed for a TFPG index. The
alternative concepts are easiest to understand for the case in which the index number problem is
absent: a production process with one input and one output (a 1-1 process). We show that four
common concepts of TFPG all lead to the same measure in this 1-1 case. However, with only 1
input and one output it is not possible to introduce aggregation issues. To do that, we move on to
a production process with two inputs (a 2-1 process). After that we present several of the
commonly used index number formulas for a general N input, M output production scenario.
One result demonstrated is that a Paasche, Laspeyres or Fisher index number formula provides a
measure for all of the four concepts of TFPG introduced for the 1-1 case. Nevertheless, with
multiple inputs and outputs, different formula choices lead to different TFPG measures. This
raises the issue of choice among alternative TFPG formulas.
One approach to this problem is to use algebra and economic theory restrictions to
establish that certain index number formulas correspond, by Diewert’s “exact” index number
approach, to linearly homogeneous producer behavioral relationships that are “flexible” in the
sense defined by Diewert that they provide a second order approximation to an arbitrary twice
continuously differentiable linearly homogeneous function. Diewert coined the term
“superlative” for an index number functional form that is exact for a behavioral relationship with
a functional form that is flexible. When the exact index number approach and Diewert’s
numerical analysis approximation results for superlative index numbers are applied, the a priori
information requirements for choosing an index number formula are reduced to a list of general
characteristics of the production scenario.
Additional topics discussed in this chapter include an alternative family of theoretical
productivity growth indexes proposed by Diewert and Morrison, the Divisia method, and growth
accounting.

1.

INTRODUCTION
“Implementing a strategy to achieve a higher standard of living for all Canadians
always comes back to dealing squarely with the same deeply-rooted challenge:
enhancing Canada’s long-term productivity.”
(The Honourable Jean Chrétien
Prime Minister of Canada
Confederation Dinner, October 26, 1998)
“The two main sources of economic growth in output are increases in the factors
of production (the labour and capital devoted to production) and efficiency or
productivity gains that enable an economy to produce more for the same amount
of inputs.”
(Baldwin, Harchaoui, Hosein and Maynard, 2000
“Productivity: Concepts and Trends”
Statistics Canada)
“Productivity is commonly defined as a ratio of a volume measure of output to a
volume measure of input use. While there is no disagreement on this general
notion, a look at the productivity literature and its various applications reveals
very quickly that there is neither a unique purpose for nor a single measure of
productivity.”
(Paul Schreyer
OECD Statistics Directorate
OECD PRODUCTIVITY MANUAL, 2001)

Productivity is like love. Much is said about the benefits of having more of it, but
disagreement reigns on how best to achieve this. One reason for this is a lack of consensus on
what “it” really is. Many economists are also unfamiliar with the methods that are used for
measuring aggregate productivity, by which we mean the productivity of unique entities such as
nations or entire industries. National productivity estimates are of special importance because
they are an input into many aspects of public policy making.1 At this level of aggregation, the
data available are limited to fairly short time series, putting bounds on the scope for econometric
estimation. As a consequence, index number methods (including growth accounting) are the
mainstay methodology. This chapter surveys the index number theory and methods for the
1

For instance, the national monetary authorities for countries such as Canada routinely consider national TFPG
estimates in making decisions about acceptable amounts of price inflation. National productivity estimates and intercountry comparisons of these are cited in debates concerning a wide range of public policy issues. The release of
productivity figures by national statistical agencies is often front page news. National public policy issues are given
as one motivation for many of the studies of productivity including Aschauer (1989), Baily (1981), Balk (1996),
Basu and Fernald (1997), Bernard and Jones (1996), Berndt and Khaled (1979), Black and Lynch (1996), Boskin
(1997), Bruno and Sachs (1982), Crawford (1993), Denison (1979), Diewert (2001), Diewert and Fox (1999),
Diewert and Lawrence (1995), Griliches (1997), Hulten (1986, 2001), Jorgensen and Lee (2001), Maddison (1987),
Muellbauer (1986), Nadiri (1980), Nordhaus (1982), Odagiri (1985), Power (1998), Prescott (1998), and Wolff
(1985, 1996, 1997).
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measurement of aggregate productivity as characterized by total factor productivity (TFP) and
total factor productivity growth (TFPG).
The traditional index number measures of TFPG are defined as ratios of output and input
quantity indexes. A TFP growth estimate does not, by itself, tell us anything about what caused
this growth just as the annual values for the nominal or the real revenue/cost ratio for a business
do not, by themselves, tell us why profitability has been rising or falling. Nevertheless, just as
many aspects of business planning are affected by information about whether revenues have
been rising faster or more slowly than costs, likewise, estimates of national productivity growth
affect national economic policies. It is important for these estimates to be accurate and
understood. Also, in order to explore explanations for TFP growth, it is first necessary to
measure it.2
For economists there are other reasons as well why it is important to have a good
understanding of index numbers. The quantity and price index components of the traditional
TFPG indexes are used for a wide range of purposes in applied econometric studies. For
example, monetary variables in studies making use of observations over time are typically
deflated using price indexes. In this chapter, we review the definitions of the Laspeyres, Paasche,
Fisher, Törnqvist, and implicit Törnqvist quantity and price indexes and the corresponding TFPG
indexes.
Several different conceptual meanings have been proposed for a TFPG index. The
alternative concepts are easiest to understand for a one period production process that uses a
single input factor to make a single output good (what we refer to as a 1-1 process). In section 2
we show that four common concepts of TFPG all lead to the same measure in the 1-1 case. Of
course, the aggregation challenges that must be confronted in the construction of index numbers
cannot be introduced in a 1-1 case context because they do not arise. Thus, in section 2 we also
use a hypothetical two input, one output production scenario (that is, a 2-1 process) as a context
for briefly introducing and motivating some of the choices faced in forming quantity aggregates,
quantity indexes and TFPG indexes when there are multiple inputs or outputs.
For a general N input, M output production scenario, the inputs and the outputs must be
aggregated. If price weights are used for this purpose, then issues of price change must be dealt
with too. In section 3, we define aggregates and quantity and price indexes that are components
of the TFPG indexes. One important result demonstrated in this section is that, for several of the
commonly used functional forms, the resulting TFPG formula can be viewed as a measure for all
2

For gaining a causal understanding of the ups and downs of national productivity, data at lower levels of
aggregation are of great value. While beyond the scope of this survey, studies based on micro level evidence that
represent important advances in understanding productivity growth include Bartelsman and Doms (2000); Blundell,
Griffith and Van Reenen (1999); Cockburn, Henderson and Stern (2000); Foster, Krizan and Haltiwanger (1998);
Levinsohn and Petrin (1999); Olley and Pakes (1996); and Pavcnik (2001).
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of the four distinct concepts of TFPG introduced in section 2. Nevertheless, with multiple inputs
and outputs, different formula choices lead to different TFPG measures. This raises the issue of
choice among alternative TFPG formulas.
The two main approaches to choosing among the different index number functional forms
are the axiomatic (or test) approach and the exact approach also referred to as an economic
approach.
The axiomatic approach is taken up in section 4. It was used extensively by the founding
contributors to index number theory, including Fisher (1911, 1922). This approach makes use of
lists of desired properties for price, quantity, or productivity indexes. These properties are
referred to as axioms or tests. They are either formalizations of common sense properties of good
index numbers or generalizations of properties that hold for virtually all proposed index number
formulas in the simplistic 1-1 case.
The axiomatic approach to index number choice focuses on properties of the index
number formula itself. In contrast, the exact approach transforms the index number choice
problem into a problem of choosing the correct functional form for a behavioral aggregator
function of some sort. In order to use the exact approach to derive the functional form for a
TFPG index, it is first necessary to decide on the perspective for the productivity analysis. When
a producer perspective is adopted, as is usually the case, then the aggregator function for the
economic approach can be the production function, or it can be the corresponding cost, profit, or
other dual representation of the production process. Once the functional form of the designated
producer behavioral aggregator has been determined, then Diewert’s exact index number method
can be applied to determine the corresponding functional form for the TFPG index. Section 5
explains the basics of the exact index number method.
The question of how the functional form can be determined for the designated producer
behavioral equation is left unanswered by the exact index number approach. Econometric
estimation and testing might seem to be the obvious solution to this problem. However, in
section 5, we also note that for one of a kind productive entities like nations, the available
degrees of freedom place severe limitations on the use of econometric methods.
When algebra and economic theory restrictions allow us to establish that some particular
index number formula corresponds, by Diewert’s “exact” index number approach, to a linearly
homogeneous producer behavioral relationship that is “flexible” meaning that it provides a
second order approximation to an arbitrary twice continuously differentiable linearly
homogeneous function, then the index number is said to be “superlative.” Diewert established
that all of the commonly used superlative index number formulas (including the Fisher,
Törnqvist, and implicit Törnqvist formulas introduced in section 3) approximate each other to the
second order when evaluated at an equal price and quantity point. Diewert established as well
3

that the two most commonly used index number formulas that are not superlative -- the
Laspeyres and the Paasche indexes, also introduced in section 3 -- approximate the superlative
indexes to the first order at an equal price and quantity point.
The exact index number approach together with Diewert’s numerical analysis
approximation results for superlative index numbers reduce the a priori information requirements
for choosing an index number formula to a list of general characteristics of the production
scenario. So long as there is agreement on those characteristics (some of which are
problematical, as noted in the text), then any one of the superlative TFPG index number formulas
should provide a reasonable estimate to the theoretical Malmquist TFPG index introduced in
section 6.
The exact and the axiomatic approaches single out some of the same index number
formulas as especially desirable. The exact approach can be viewed as a methodology for
exploring the meaning of the proposed measures of TFPG and also of the intuitions on which the
axiomatic approach is based. This approach helps us interpret TFPG indexes in the language of
neoclassical theory. That the index number formulas which have been in use since the early
1900’s have solid interpretations in the language of modern micro theory suggests that the
intuitions which guided the axiomatic approach to index number theory and the axioms of
microeconomic theory may have more in common than is readily apparent.
An alternative family of theoretical productivity growth indexes proposed by Diewert and
Morrison (1986) is the topic of section 8.
The Divisia method reviewed in section 9 is yet another approach that has been used to
link specific index number formulas to particular production functions, thereby providing a basis
for attributing changes in TFPG to specific factors of production. Section 9 presents the Divisia
method. On a conceptual level, the Divisia method treats time as continuous. Discrete
approximations must be developed in order to implement this method empirically, and this raises
the index number formula choice problem once again. The Divisia method has been used
extensively in growth accounting studies for nations, the subject of section 10. Section 10 also
raises additional TFPG conceptual issues of public policy as well as measurement importance.
Section 11 concludes.
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2.

ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS AND PERSPECTIVES FOR
PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
“Productivity
A ratio of output to input.”
(Atkinson, Banker, Kaplan and Young 1995, Management
Accounting, p. 514)
“While, for example, we look at the cost of power as a number of ‘analysed’ items
such as coal, water-rate, ash removal, drivers’ and stokers’ wages, etc., it will
probably be a long time before it dawns upon us that all this expenditure can be
reduced to a horse-power-hour rate, and that such a factor, once known, may
turn out to be a standing reproach. The burning of 200 tons of coal per week
may mean anything or nothing, but the cost of a horse-power hour can be
compared at once with standard data . . . . the publication of figures based on
them would reveal amazing inefficiencies that under present conditions are
unsuspected and unknown because no means of comparison exists.”
(A. Hamilton Church 1909, p.190)

The basic definition of total factor productivity (TFP) is the rate of transformation of total
input into total output. The output-over-input index approach to the measurement of total factor
productivity (TFP) has early origins. In his Simon Kuznets Memorial Lecture, Griliches
remarked that “the first mention of what might be called an output-over-input index that I can
find appears in Copeland(1937).” However, in an endnote to the written version of the lecture
Griliches(1997) writes:
“Nothing is really new. Kuznets(1930) used the ‘cost of capital and labor per
pound of cotton yarn,’ the inverse of what would later become a total factor
productivity index (if the cost is computed in constant prices) … as a ‘(reflection
of) the economic effects of technical improvement’ and a few sentences later as
a measure of ‘the effect of technical progress’ (p. 14). More thorough research is
likely to unearth even earlier references.”

Indeed, the early engineering and cost accounting literature contains numerous references to unit
costs used as efficiency measures (e.g., Church 1909). For a one output production process, the
unit cost is the reciprocal of the TFP index.
All real production processes make use of multiple inputs and most yield multiple
outputs. Nevertheless, it is convenient to introduce basic concepts, terms and notation in the
simplified context of a production process with a single homogeneous input factor and a single
homogeneous output good. In a 1-1 context, the concepts of total factor productivity and total
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factor productivity growth (TFPG) are easy to think about because the measures are not
complicated by choices about how different types of inputs and different types of outputs should
be aggregated. By the same token, of course, the aggregation difficulties that arise when there are
multiple inputs or outputs cannot be introduced in a 1-1 case context because they do not arise.
Thus we also briefly consider a two input, one output process, a 2-1 case, in the last part of
section 2.
2.1

The 1-1 Case

For each time period t = 0,1,K, T, the quantity of the one input used in period t is given
by
its unit price is w1t , the quantity of the one output produced in period t is y1t , and its unit
price is p1t . TFP can be defined conceptually as the rate of transformation of total input into total
output. Thus, for the 1-1 case, the ratio of output produced to input used in period t is our
measure for TFP for period t; that is, we define:
x1t ,

(2.1-1)

TFP ≡ ( y1t / x 1t ) ≡ a t .

The parameter a t that is defined as well in (2.1-1) is a conventional output-input coefficient.3
Total factor productivity growth, or TFPG, can be defined in several ways, four of which
are considered in this chapter. Our first concept of TFPG is the rate of growth over time for TFP,
defined for the 1-1 case in (2.1-1) above.4 This concept of TFPG, denoted here by TFPG(1), can
be measured in the 1-1 case as: 5

(2.1-2)

•
•
•

 y t   ys
TFPG (1) ≡  1  /  1
 t  s
 x1   x1


 = a t / as.



Three other concepts of total factor productivity growth are also in common use:
the ratio of the output and the input growth rates, denoted by TFPG(2);
the rate of growth in the real revenue/cost ratio; i.e., the rate of growth in the revenue/cost
ratio controlling for price change, denoted by TFPG(3); and
the rate of growth in the margin after controlling for price change, denoted by TFPG(4).

3

An output-input coefficient always involves just one output and one input. However, these coefficients can be
defined and used in multiple input, multiple output situations too as is done in Diewert and Nakamura (1999).
4
Some authors also use TFP to refer to total factor productivity growth. In line with Bernstein (1999), we use TFPG
rather than TFP for total factor productivity growth so as to avoid the inevitable confusion that otherwise results.
5
Here we refer to t and s as time periods. However, the ‘period s’ comparison situation could be for some other unit
of production in the same time period.
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For a 1-1 production process, the obvious measure for the second concept of TFPG is:
(2.1-3)

 yt   x t 
TFPG ( 2) ≡  1s  /  1s  .
y   x 
 1  1

The third and fourth concepts of TFPG are financial in nature. Expressions for actual
revenue and cost are needed to form measures for these. For the 1-1 case, total revenue and total
cost are given by
(2.1-4)

R t ≡ p1t y1t and C t ≡ w1t x1t , t = 1, K, T.
The third concept of TFPG can be measured by

(2.1-5)

 R t / R s   Ct / Cs   y t   x t 
 /
 =  1  / 1  ,
TFPG (3) ≡ 
t
s
t
s
 p / p   w / w   ys   x s 
 1 1   1
1  1  1

where
(2.1-6)

( R t / Rs ) /( p t / ps ) = ( p1t y1t / p1s y1s ) /( p1t / p1s ) = y1t / y1s

and
(2.1-7)

( Ct / Cs ) /( w t / ws ) = ( w1t x1t / w1s x1s ) /( w1t / w1s ) = x1t / x1s .

Business managers are usually interested in ensuring that revenues exceed costs, and this
leads to an interest in margins. The period t margin, m t , is defined by
(2.1-8)

1 + m t ≡ R t / C t , t = 0,1,K, T.

Using this definition, in the 1-1 case TFPG(4) can be measured by
(2.1-9)

TFPG ( 4) ≡ [(1 + m t ) /(1 + ms )] [( w1t / w1s ) /( p1t / p1s )].

That is, TFPG(4) is equal to the rate of margin growth times the rate of growth of input prices
divided by the rate of growth of output prices. If we interpret the margin as a reward for
managerial or entrepreneurial input, then TFPG(4) can be interpreted as the rate of growth of
input prices, broadly defined so as to include managerial and entrepreneurial input, divided by
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the rate of growth of output prices. Note that if the margins are zero, then TFPG(4) reduces to
( w1t / w1s ) /( p1t / p1s ) .6
Using (2.1-8) to eliminate the margin growth rate on the right-hand side of (2.1-9), and
comparing the resulting expression and those in (2.1-2), (2.1-3) and (2.1-5), it can readily be seen
that the four concepts of total factor productivity growth introduced here all lead to the same
pure quantity measure. That is, for the 1-1 case the measures for all four of the concepts for
TFPG reduce to

(2.1-10)

2.2

 yt   x t 
TFPG ≡  1  /  1  .
 s  s
 y1   x 1 

The 2-1 Case

We next use a slightly more complex production process as the context for introducing
key choices that must be faced in order to specify multiple input, multiple output measures of
TFP and TFPG. This hypothetical 2-1 production process uses the labour hours of one man and
logs as inputs and yields firewood as the output. The man buys the loads of logs, splits them with
an axe, and then sells the split logs as firewood. The axe was inherited and has no resale or rental
value. The man’s time, measured in hours, is denoted by x1t , and the number of truckloads of
logs purchased is denoted by x 2t . The firewood output is measured in kilograms and denoted by
y1t .
The labour productivity in each period is given by ( y1t / x 1t ) , and the materials utilization
productivity is given by ( y1t / x t2 ) . These are the two output-input coefficient measures that can
be defined for this production scenario, and their values tend to move in opposite directions from
period to period. When the man splits logs at a faster pace, unless he pays extra attention, he uses
the raw resource input more wastefully. The fact that the single factor productivity measures do
not necessarily move together (or even in the same direction) is a key reason why TFP and TFPG
measures are needed.
In order to measure TFP for our log splitting process, a measure for total input is needed.
That is, we need a way of adding hours of labour and truckloads of logs. Different perspectives
could be adopted for forming this aggregate. We might take a pure quantity measurement
perspective, or a producer profit maximizing perspective, or a consumer or household utility

6

This formula was suggested by Jorgenson and Griliches (1967, p. 252). One set of conditions under which the
margins will be zero is perfect competition and a constant returns to scale technology.
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maximizing perspective.7 It is only the first two of these perspectives that have been widely
adopted in the productivity measurement literature.
The pure quantity perspective is what those who view TFP as a rate of transformation of
inputs into outputs usually have in mind.
From a pure quantity measurement perspective, an aggregate quantity measure should be
uniquely determined by the quantities of the component quantities, and any changes in the index
should be determined by changes in the magnitudes of the component quantities. These
properties will be satisfied, for example, if a linear sum of the quantities with any sort of fixed
weights is adopted as the quantity aggregate.
In the economic approach to index number theory, the goal of producer profit
maximization provides a different basis for determining how the quantities of the inputs and
outputs should be combined to form total input and total output aggregates. In this case, the unit
costs or unit revenues of the producer are used as the weights for the quantities of the different
inputs and outputs.
In our firewood production example, if the unit cost for an hour of labour is w1t and the
unit cost of a load of logs is w t2 , then the input quantity aggregate could be defined as the
following price weighted sum:
(2.2-1)

w1t x 1t + w t2 x t2 .

If the total input is measured as in (2.2-1), then for this firewood production example
total factor productivity, defined as the rate of transformation of total input into total output, can
be measured as
(2.2-2)

TFP = y1t /( w 1t x1t + w 2t x 2t ) .
Now, suppose we want to measure TFPG. That is, suppose we want to compare the ratio

of output to input in period t (the period t input to output transformation rate) with the ratio of
output to input for some comparison period s. Should period t price weights be used in forming
both the period t and period s aggregates? Or, should period s price weights be used in forming
both of the aggregates? Or, should some sort of combination of the period s and t prices be used
as weights? Also, are there other functional forms besides the linear one that might be preferable
for combining the quantities of the different inputs? These are the sorts of aggregation related
issues that are faced in the theory of index numbers.

7

This issue of perspective is taken up in the report of the Panel on Conceptual, Measurement, and Other Statistical
Issues in Developing Cost-of-Living Indexes edited by Schultze and Mackie (2002).
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3.

FOUR TFPG MEASURES FOR THE N-M CASE
“But even if we confine our attention to what is ordinarily called a commodity,
such as ‘wheat,’ we find ourselves dealing with a composite commodity made up
of winter wheat, spring wheat, of varying grades.”
(Paul A. Samuelson, 1983 edition, Foundations of Economic Analysis, p. 130)

Multiple input, multiple output processes are the rule for real businesses even at the level
of individual plants, divisions or production lines. How can we measure the four concepts of
TFPG introduced in section 2 in general multiple input, multiple output production situations?
This is the question explored in this section.
We begin by defining quantity aggregates that are components of the Paasche, Laspeyres,
and Fisher Ideal quantity, price and TFPG indexes, and then give the formulas for these indexes.
Törnqvist and implicit Törnqvist index numbers are also defined.
3.1

Price Weighted Quantity Aggregates
For a general N-input, M-output production process, the period t input and output price
t
vectors are denoted by w t ≡ [ w1t ,K, w tN ] and p t ≡ [p1t , p t2 ,K, pM
] , while x t ≡ [ x1t ,K, x tN ] and
y t ≡ [ y1t ,K, y tM ] denote the period t input and output quantity vectors.
Nominal total cost C t and revenue R t can be viewed as price weighted quantity
aggregates of the micro level data for the individual transactions, and are defined as follows for
periods t and s:
(3.1-1)

t t
t
t t
M
C t ≡ ∑N
n=1 w n x n , R ≡ ∑ m=1 p m y m ,

(3.1-2)

s s
s
s s
M
C s ≡ ∑N
n=1 w n x n and R ≡ ∑m =1 p m y m .

We also define four hypothetical quantity aggregates.8 The first two result from
evaluating period t quantities using period s price weights:
(3.1-3)

s t
s t
∑nN=1 w n x n and ∑M
m =1 p m y m

8

Formally, the first two of these can be shown to result from deflating the period t nominal cost and
revenue by a Paasche price index. The second two result from deflating the period t nominal cost and
revenue by a Laspeyres price index. See Horngren and Foster (1987, Chapter 24, Part One) or Kaplan and
Atkinson (1989, Chapter 9) for examples of this accounting practice of controlling for price level change
without explicit use of price indexes.
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These aggregates are what the cost and revenue would have been if the period t inputs had been
purchased and the period t outputs had been sold at period s prices. In contrast, the third and
fourth aggregates are sums of period s quantities evaluated using period t prices:
(3.1-4)

t s
t s
∑nN=1 w n x n and ∑M
m =1 p m y m .

These are what the cost and revenue would have been if the period s inputs had been purchased
and the period s outputs had been sold at period t prices.
The eight aggregates given in (3.1-1) through (3.1-4) are all that are needed to define the
Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher quantity, price, and TFPG indexes.9
3.2

The Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher Quantity and Price Indexes
The Paasche (1874), Laspeyres (1871), and Fisher (1922, p. 234) output quantity indexes
can be defined as follows using the quantity aggregates given in (3.1-1)-(3.1-4):
(3.2-1)

t t
M t s
Q P ≡ ∑M
i=1 p i y i / ∑ j=1 p j y j ,

(3.2-2)

s t
M s s
Q L ≡ ∑M
i=1 p i y i / ∑ j=1 p j y j , and

(3.2-3)

QF ≡ ( QP QL )(1 / 2) .

Similarly, the Paasche, Laspeyres, and Fisher input quantity indexes can be defined as:
(3.2-4)

t t
t s
N
Q *P ≡ ∑ N
i=1 w i x i / ∑ j=1 w j x j ,

(3.2-5)

s s
Q*L ≡ ∑ iN=1 w si x it / ∑ N
j=1 w j x j , and

(3.2-6)

Q*F ≡ ( Q*P Q*L )(1 / 2) .
Output and input quantity indexes are all that are needed to define measures of the first

and second concepts of TFPG. However, in order to specify measures of the third and fourth
concepts for the multiple input, multiple output case, price indexes are needed too.

9

Traditionally these were defined as weighted averages of quantity and price relatives. A quantity (price)
relative for a good is the ratio of the quantity (price) for that good in a specified period t to the quantity
(price) for that good in some comparison period s. One advantage of defining a quantity (or price) index
as a weighted average of quantity (price) relatives is that the relatives are unit free, making it clear that
this is an acceptable way of incorporating even goods (prices) for which there is no generally accepted
unit of measure. The equivalent definitions presented here are more convenient for establishing that each
of these TFPG indexes is a measure of all four of the different concepts of TFPG introduced in section 2.
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Price indexes can be constructed using any of the functional forms that can be used for
quantity indexes simply by reversing the roles of the prices and quantities in the quantity index.
Thus the Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher output and input price indexes can be defined as:
(3.2-7)

t t
M s t
PP ≡ ∑ M
i=1 pi yi / ∑ j=1 p j y j ,

(3.2-8)

s t
PP* ≡ ∑iN=1 w ti x it / ∑ N
j=1 w j x j ,

(3.2-9)

s s
PL ≡ ∑iM=1pit ysi / ∑ M
j=1 p j y j ,

(3.2-10)

t s
N
s s
PL* ≡ ∑ N
i=1 w i x i / ∑ j=1 w j x j ,

(3.2-11)

PF ≡ ( PP PL ) (1 / 2) , and

(3.2-12)

PF* ≡ ( PP*PL* ) (1 / 2) .

A price index is the implicit counterpart of a quantity index if the product rule is satisfied.
This rule requires that the product of the quantity and price indexes must equal the total cost ratio
for input side indexes or the total revenue ratio for output side indexes.10 Usually the implicit
price index will not have the same functional form as the quantity index it is associated with. For
example, the Paasche price index is the implicit counterpart of a Laspeyres quantity index, and
the Laspeyres price index is the implicit counterpart of a Paasche quantity index. The Fisher
indexes are unusual in that the Fisher price index satisfies the product test rule when paired with
a Fisher quantity index.
In defining and proving equalities for the measures of the four concepts of TFPG for a
general multiple input, multiple output production situation, we use the following implications of
the product rule. In particular, for the Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher indexes, on the input side
we have
(3.2-13a)

Q*P × PL* = Q*L × PP* = Q*F × PF* = C t / Cs ,

and on the output side we have
(3.2-13b)

Q P × PL = Q L × PP = Q F × PF = R t / R s .

10

The implicit price (quantity) index corresponding to a given quantity (price) index can always be
derived by imposing the product test and solving for the price (quantity) index that satisfies this rule. The
product test is part of the axiomatic approach to the choice of an index number functional form that is
reviewed in section 4.
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3.3

TFPG Measures for the N-M Case
The traditional definition of a total factor productivity growth index in the index number
literature is as a ratio of output and input quantity indexes:
(3.3-1)

TFPG ≡ Q / Q* .

Thus the Paasche, Laspeyres, and Fisher TFPG indexes can be defined using the Paasche,
Laspeyres, and Fisher quantity indexes. Given a choice of any one of these three functional
forms, we will prove that the corresponding multiple input, multiple output case measures are all
equal for the four concepts of TFPG introduced in section 1.
To establish these equalities, we use the product rule results to define Paasche, Laspeyres
and Fisher TFPG(3) measures. Then we use the definitions of the components of the TFPG(3)
measures to define and establish equalities with the TFPG(2) and TFPG(1) measures. The
definitions and equalities for these measures are as follows:
Q
( R t / R s ) / PL
TFPG P = *P =
≡ TFPG ( 3) P using (3.3 - 1) and (3.2 - 13)
Q P ( C t / Cs ) / PL*

(3.3-2)

=

t t
M
t s
∑M
m =1 p m y m / ∑ m =1 p m y m ≡ TFPG (2)
P
∑ nN=1 w nt x tn / ∑ nN=1 w nt x sn

using (3.1 - 1), (3.1 - 2) and also (3.2 - 9) and (3.2 - 10)

=

t t
N
t t
∑M
m =1 p m y m / ∑ n =1 w n x n
≡ TFPG (1) P
M
t s
N
t s
p
y
/
w
x
∑ m =1 m m ∑ n =1 n n
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TFPG L =

=

(3.3-3)

(R t / R s ) / PP
=
≡ TFPG (3) L
Q*L (C t / Cs ) / PP*
QL

using (3.3 - 1) and (3.2 - 13)

s t
M
s s
∑M
m = 1p m y m / ∑ m =1 p m y m ≡ TFPG (2)
L
s t
N
s s
∑N
n = 1 w n x n / ∑ n =1 w n x n

using (3.1 - 1), (3.1 - 2) and also (3.2 - 7) and (3.2 - 8)

=

s t
N
s t
∑M
m = 1p m y m / ∑ n =1 w n x n
≡ TFPG (1) L
M
s s
N
s s
p
y
/
w
x
∑ m = 1 m m ∑ n =1 n n

(3.2-4)

TFPG F =

QF
Q*F

=

( R t / R s ) / PF
(C t / Cs ) / PF*
1/ 2

≡ TFPG (3) F

using (3.3 - 1) and (3.2 - 13)

1/ 2

1/ 2

1/ 2

 ∑ M p tm y tm   ∑ M p sm y tm 
 m=1
  m =1

M
t
s
s s 
 ∑ m = 1p m y m   ∑ M
p
y
m =1 m m 
=
=
≡ TFPG ( 2) F
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
 C t  *   C t  * 
 ∑ N w tn x tn   ∑ N w sn x tn 
  PL    PP 
 n =1
  n =1


s


s

t
s
N
 C    C  
 ∑ n = 1 w n x n   ∑ nN=1 w sn x sn 
using (3.2 - 3), (3.2 - 13), (3.1 - 1), (3.1 - 2), and (3.2 - 7) - (3.2 - 10)
 R t

 R s

 
 PL 
 
 

 R t

 R s

 
PP 
 
 

1/ 2

1/ 2

t 
 ∑ M p tm y m
 ∑ M p sm y tm 
m
=
1

  m =1

t
t
s t 
N
 ∑ n =1 w n x n   ∑ N
w
x
n
n
n =1

=
≡ TFPG (1) F
1/ 2
1/ 2
M
t
s
M
t
s
∑
p y  ∑
p y 
 m =1 m m   m =1 m m 
t s 
 ∑ nN=1 w tn x sn   ∑ N
n =1 w n x n 

TFPG(4) is the rate of growth in the margin after controlling for price change. In the
general N-M case, just as in the 1-1 one, the margin m t is given for t = 0,1, K , T by
(3.3-5)

1+ m t ≡ R t / C t .
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Depending on whether Laspeyres, Paasche or Fisher price indexes are used to deflate the cost
and revenue components of the margin, the expressions for TFPG(3) given in (3.3-2), (3.3-3) and
(3.3-4) can be rewritten as:
(3.3-6)

TFPG ( 4) P ≡ [(1 + m t ) /(1 + m s )][ PL* / PL ],

(3.3-7)

TFPG ( 4) L ≡ [(1 + m t ) /(1 + m s )][ PP* / PP ] , and

(3.3-8)

TFPG ( 4) F ≡ [(1 + m t ) /(1 + m s )][ PF* / PF ].

Notice that if the margins m t are zero, regardless of the reasons, then each of these expressions
for TFPG(4) reduces to the ratio of the input price index to the output price index. 11
3.4
Other Index Number Formulas
Many other index number formulas have been proposed besides the Paasche, Laspeyres and
*
Fisher.12 Here we will use Q G and PG and Q *G and PG
to denote any given output and input
quantity and price indexes that satisfy the product rule so that Q G PG = (R t / R s ) and
Q *G PG* = (C t / C s ) . From these product rule results and (3.3-5), it is easily seen that the
following measures of concepts 2, 3 and 4 of TFPG are equal:
t

s

t

s

(R / R ) / PG
*
(C / C ) / PG

(3.4-1)

≡ TFPG ( 3) G
= Q G / Q *G ≡ TFPG ( 2) G
t

s

*

= [(1 + m ) /(1 + m )][ P / P] ≡ TPFG (4).

But what about TFPG (1) G ? A measure of the growth in the rate of transformation of
total input into total output ideally should be defined using measures of total output and total
input that are comparable for periods s and t in the sense that the micro level quantities for both
periods are aggregated using the same price weights.13 The quantity aggregates that are the
components of the Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher TFPG(1) measures defined in the first line of
(3.3-2), (3.3-3) and (3.3-4) satisfy this comparability over time ideal.14 However, there are many

11

Jorgenson and Griliches (1967, p. 252) suggested this formula. One set of conditions under which the
margins will be zero is perfect competition and a constant returns to scale technology.
12
See Diewert (1987, 1993c) and Fisher (1911, 1922).
13
This criterion is developed more fully in a different context by Emi Nakamura (2002).
14
The period t cost and revenue and the hypothetical aggregates of period s output and input quantities
defined in expressions (3.1-1) and (3.1-4) are comparable in this sense because the quantities for periods s
and t are evaluated using the same period t price vectors. Similarly, the period s cost and revenue and the
hypothetical aggregates of period t output and input quantities defined in expressions (3.1-2) and (3.1-3)
are comparable in this sense because the quantities of the output and input goods are evaluated using the
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other index number formulas for which it is not possible to define this sort of an ideal TFPG(1)
measure that also equals the corresponding measures for the other three concepts of TFPG.
For any pair of quantity and price indexes satisfying the product test, from (3.4-1) and the
product rule implications we see that the following expressions equal those defined in (3.4-1) for
TFPG ( 2) G , TFPG ( 3) G and TFPG ( 4) G :
M
t
t
M
s s
QG
( R t / R s ) / P ∑ m =1 ( p m / PG ) y m / ∑ m =1 p m y m
(3.4-2)
=
=
.
N
t
*
t
N
s s
Q*G (C t / Cs ) / P *
(
w
/
P
)
x
/
w
x
∑n =1 n G n ∑ n=1 n n
*
In the last of these expressions, the price vectors ( p t / PG ) and ( w t / PG
) appearing in the
period t output and input quantity aggregates are the period t prices expressed in period s dollars.
If we choose this expression as the measure of TFPG (1) G , then for any index number formulas
other than the Paasche, Laspeyres or Fisher, this measure will not be ideal in the sense of using
the same price weights to compare the period t and period s quantities. However, there is an
approximate solution to this problem for indexes that satisfy the product rule and are also what is
termed “superlative.” This approximate solution makes use of the Fisher functional form: a
functional form for which we have an ideal TFPG(1) measure, defined in (3.3-4).
Diewert coined the term superlative for an index number functional form that is “exact”
in that it can be derived algebraically from a producer or consumer behavioral equation that
satisfies the Diewert flexibility criterion. According to this criterion, an equation is flexible if it
can provide a second order approximation to an arbitrary twice continuously differentiable
linearly homogeneous function. Diewert (1976, 1978) and Hill (2000) established that all of the
commonly used superlative index number formulas (including the Fisher, and also the Törnqvist
and implicit Törnqvist functional forms introduced below) approximate each other to the second
order when evaluated at an equal price and quantity point. This is a numerical analysis
approximation result that does not rely on any assumptions of economic theory.
Because the Fisher quantity and price indexes also satisfy the product rule, we have
*
Q G PG = ( R t / R s ) = Q F PF and Q *G PG
= (C t / Cs ) = Q *F PF* , and dividing through by PG and
*
PG
, respectively, yields
QG  Q F   PF / PG 
(3.4-3)
=

.
Q*G  Q*F   PF* / PG* 

From (3.4-3), (3.4-1) and (3.3-4) we see that if we define the measure for the first concept of
TFPG as

same period s price vectors. These aggregates are what are used to define the Paasche, Laspeyres and
Fisher measures given in (3.3-2), (3.3-3) and (3.3-4).
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(3.4-4)

P / P 
TPFG (1) G ≡ TPFG (1) F  F G  ,
*
*
 PF / PG 

this measure will equal TFPG ( 2) G , TFPG ( 3) G and TFPG ( 4) G as defined in (3.4-1). However,
in this TFPG (1) G measure, the period t price vectors, p t and w t , of the TFPG (1) F component
*
are replaced by ( p t /( PF / PG )) and ( w t /( PF* / PG
)) . As a consequence, unless the given price
indexes are Laspeyres or Paasche or Fisher ones, the period t and period s quantities compared
by the measure will not be aggregated using the same price weights when there have been
changes in relative prices. Nevertheless, from (3.4-4) and the approximation results of Diewert
(1976, 1978) and Hill (2000) for superlative index numbers, it follows that when the chosen
quantity and price indexes are any of the commonly used superlative indexes such as the
Törnqvist or implicit Törnqvist, then we can use the result that all of the superlative indexes in
common use approximate each other. Hence we have TFPG (1) G ≅ TFPG(1) F .
3.5
The Törnqvist (or Translog) Indexes 15
Törnqvist (1936) indexes are weighted geometric averages of growth rates for the
microeconomic data (the quantity or price relatives). These indexes have been widely used by
national statistical agencies and in the economics literature. It is the formula for the natural
logarithm of a Törnqvist index that is usually shown. For the output quantity index, this is
(3.5-1)

s s
M s s
t t
M t t
t
s
lnQ T = (1/ 2) ∑ M
m =1[( p m ym / ∑ i=1 pi yi ) + ( p m y m / ∑ j=1 p j y j )] ln ( y m / y m ) .

The Törnqvist input quantity index Q*T is defined analogously, with input quantities and prices
substituted for the output quantities and prices in (3.5-1).
Reversing the role of the prices and quantities in the formula for the Törnqvist output
quantity index yields the Törnqvist output price index, PT , defined by
(3.5-2)

s s
M s s
t t
M t t
t
s
lnPT = (1 / 2)∑ M
m =1[( p m y m / ∑i =1 pi yi ) + ( pm ym / ∑ j=1 p jy j )]ln( p m / pm ) .

The input price index PT* is defined in a similar manner.
The implicit Törnqvist output quantity index, denoted by Q T~ , is defined implicitly by16
( R t / R s ) / PT ≡ Q ~T , and the implicit Törnqvist input quantity index, Q *T~ , is defined
analogously using the cost ratio and PT* . The implicit Törnqvist output price index, P~T , is given
15

Törnqvist indexes are also known as translog indexes following Jorgenson and Nishimizu (1978) who

introduced this terminology because Diewert (1976, p. 120) related Q*T to a translog production function.
The exact index number approach used for relating specific quantity indexes to specific production
functions is the topic of section 5.
16
See Diewert (1992a, p. 181).
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by ( R t / R s ) / Q T ≡ P~T , and the implicit Törnqvist input price index, P~T* , is defined
analogously.
Using the Törnqvist quantity and the implicit Törnqvist price indexes, or the implicit
Törnqvist quantity and the Törnqvist price indexes, measurement formulas for concepts 2-4 of
TFPG can be specified as in (3.4-1) above. As already noted, when Törnqvist or implicit
Törnqvist indexes are used, it is not possible to define a TFPG(1) measure that is ideal in the
sense discussed in section 2.4. However, these are superlative indexes for which the section 2.4
approximation
result
applies;
that
is,
we
have
TFPG (1) T ≅ TFPG (1) F
and
TFPG (1) ~T ≅ TFPG (1) F .

4.

THE AXIOMATIC (OR TEST) APPROACH TO CHOOSING
AMONG ALTERNATIVE INDEX NUMBER FORMULAS

Multiple TFPG index number formulas can all be viewed as measures of total factor
productivity growth. This was demonstrated in section 3 for the commonly used Laspeyres,
Paasche, Fisher and Törnqvist indexes, and this result could be established for other proposed
index number formulas as well. Since different formulas will yield different estimates for TFPG,
which one should be used, and why? Historically, index number theorists have relied on what is
called the axiomatic or test approach to address this functional form choice problem. An
overview of this approach is provided here.
As before, Q denotes an output quantity index and P denotes an output price index. The
corresponding input quantity and price indexes are denoted by the same symbols with a star
superscript added. The axiomatic approach to the determination of the functional form for Q and
P on the output side, or for Q* and P* on the input side, works as follows. The starting point is a
list of mathematical properties that a priori reasoning suggests a price index should satisfy.
These are the index number theory ‘tests’ or ‘axioms.’ Mathematical reasoning is applied to
determine whether the a priori tests are mutually consistent and whether they uniquely
determine, or usefully narrow, the choice of the functional form for the price index.17 Once the
form of the price index has been decided on, imposition of the product test rule determines the
functional form of the quantity index as well.

17

Contributors to this approach include Walsh (1901, 1921), Irving Fisher (1911, 1922), Eichhorn (1976), Eichhorn
and Voeller (1976), Funke and Voeller (1978, 1979), Diewert (1976, 1987, 1988, 1992a, 1992b) and Balk (1995).
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The Product Test was already introduced in subsection 3.2.18 On the output side, this rule
states that the product of the output price and output quantity indexes, P and Q, should equal the
nominal revenue ratio for periods t and s:
(4-1)

PQ = R t / R s .

If the functional form for the output price index P is given, then imposing the product rule means
that the functional form for the output quantity index must be given by the expression19
(4-2)

Q = (R t / R s ) / P .

Thus, unlike the other tests introduced below that are applied to the alternative price indexes of
interest and that may be passed or failed by each of the index number formulas tested, the
product test is imposed as part of the formula choice process.
We conclude this overview of the axiomatic approach by listing four of the tests that can
be applied for choosing among alternative functional forms for the price index. Only the output
side price indexes are considered here, but the tests are applied in the same manner on the input
side.
The Identity or Constant Prices Test is20
(4-3)

P (p, p, ys , y t ) = 1 .

What this means is that if all prices stay the same over the current and comparison time periods
so that p s = p t = p = ( p1 , K , p M ) , then the price index should be one regardless of the quantity
values for periods s and t.
The Constant Basket Test, also called the Constant Quantities Test, is21
(4-4)

t
N s
P (p s , p t , y, y) = ∑ N
i=1 pi yi / ∑ j=1 p j y j .

This test states that if the quantities produced for all output goods stay the same over the periods
s and t so that ys = y t = y ≡ ( y1,K, y M ) , then the level of prices in period t compared to period
s should equal the value of the constant basket of quantities evaluated at the period t prices
divided by the value of this same basket evaluated at the period s prices.
18

The product test was proposed by Irving Fisher (1911, p. 388) and named by Frisch (1930, p. 399).
Quantity or price indexes derived by imposing the product rule and specifying the form of the price or quantity
index are sometimes referred to as implicit indexes. The ~ symbol is sometimes added on top of the symbol for the
index number when it is desired to call attention to the implicit nature of the index, as in (3.8-3) or (3.8-4).
20
This test was proposed by Laspeyres (1871, p. 308), Walsh (1901, p. 308) and Eichhorn and Voeller (1976, p. 24).
21
This test was proposed by many researchers including Walsh (1901, p. 540).
19

19

The Proportionality in Period t Prices Test is22
(4-5)

P (p s , λpt , ys , y t ) = λP(p s , p t , y s , y t ) for λ > 0 .

According to this test, if each of the elements of p t is multiplied by the positive constant λ , then
the level of prices in period t relative to period s should differ by the same multiplicative factor
λ.
Our final example of a price index test is the Time Reversal Test:23
(4-6)

P (p t , ps , yt , ys ) = 1/ P( ps , p t , y s , y t ) .

If this test is satisfied, then when the prices and quantities for periods s and t are interchanged,
the resulting price index will be the reciprocal of the original price index.
The Paasche and Laspeyres indexes, PP and PL , fail the Time Reversal Test (4-6). The
~
Törnqvist index, PT , fails the Constant Basket Test (4-4), and the implicit Törnqvist index, PT ,
fails the Constant Prices Test (4-5). On the other hand, the Fisher price index PF satisfies all four
of these tests. When a more extensive list of tests is compiled, the Fisher price index continues to
satisfy more tests than other leading candidates.24 These results favor the Fisher TFPG index.
However, the Paasche, Laspeyres, Törnqvist, and implicit Törnqvist indexes all rate reasonably
well according to the axiomatic approach.

5.

THE EXACT INDEX NUMBER APPROACH AND SUPERLATIVE
INDEX NUMBERS
“Tinbergen (1942, pp. 190-195) interprets the geometric quantity index of total
factor productivity as a Cobb-Douglas production function. As further examples of
index-number formulas that have been interpreted as production functions, a
fixed-weight Laspeyres quantity index of total factor productivity may be
interpreted as a ‘linear’ production function, that is, as a production function with
infinite elasticity of substitution, as Solow (1957, p. 317) and Clemhout (1963, pp.
358-360) have pointed out. In a sense, output-capital or output-labor ratios
correspond to Leontief-type production functions, that is, to production functions
with zero elasticity of substitution, as Domar (1961, pp. 712-713) points out.”
(Dale W. Jorgenson 1995a, Productivity Vol.1, p. 48)

22

This test was proposed by Walsh (1901, p. 385) and Eichhorn and Voeller (1976, p. 24).
This test was first informally proposed by Pierson (1896, p. 128) and was formalized by Walsh (1901, p. 368;
1921, p. 541) and Fisher (1922, p. 64).
24
See Diewert (1976, p. 131; 1992b) and also Funke and Voeller (1978, p. 180).
23
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An alternative approach to the determination of the functional form for a measure of total
factor productivity growth is to derive the TFPG index from a producer behavioral model.
Diewert’s(1976) exact index number approach is a paradigm for doing this. This approach places
the index number formula choice problem on familiar territory for economists, allowing the
choice to be based on axioms of economic behavior or empirical evidence about producer
behavior rather than, or in addition to, the traditional tests of the axiomatic approach to index
number theory.
The exact index number approach is perhaps most easily explained by outlining the main
steps in an actual application. In this section we sketch the steps involved in deriving a TFPG
index that is exact for a translog cost function for which certain stated restrictions hold.
The technology of a firm can be summarized by its period t ( t = 0,1, K , T ) production
function f t . If we focus on the production of output 1, then the period t production function can
be represented as
(5-1)

y1 = f t ( y 2 , y3 ,..., y M , x1, x 2 ,..., x N ) .

This function gives the amount of output 1 the firm can produce using the technology available
in any given period t if it also produces ym units of each of the outputs m = 2, L , M using x n
units for each of the inputs n = 1, L , N .
The production function f t can be used to define the period t cost function, c t , as
follows:
(5-2)

c t ( y1, y 2 , K, y M , w1 , w 2 , K, w N ) .

This function is postulated to give the minimum cost of producing the output quantities
y1 , K, y M using the period t technology and with the given input prices w tn , n = 1,2,K, N .
Under the assumption of cost minimizing behavior, the observed period t cost of production,
denoted by C t , equals the minimum possible cost, c t . That is, given cost minimizing behavior,
we have

(5-3)

t t
C t ≡ ∑N
n =1 w n x n

= ct ( y1t , K, y tM , w1t , K, w tN ), t = 0,1, K, T.

We need some way of relating the cost functions for periods t = 0,1,K, T to each other.
One simplistic way of doing this is to assume that the cost function for each period can be
represented as a period specific multiple of some atemporal cost function. For example, we
might assume that
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(5-4)

c t ( y1,K, y M , w 1,K , w N ) = (1 / a t ) c ( y1, K, y M , w1, K, w N ), t = 0,1, K, T ,

where a t > 0 denotes a period t relative efficiency parameter and c denotes an atemporal cost
function which does not depend on time. The normalization a 0 ≡ 1 is usually imposed. Given (54), a natural measure of productivity change for a productive unit in going from period s to t is
the ratio
(5-5)

a t / as .

If this ratio is greater than 1, efficiency is said to have improved.
Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of (5-4), we have
(5-6)

t
t
ln c t ( y1t , K, yM
, w 1t ,K.w tN ) = −ln a t + ln c ( y1t ,K, yM
, w 1t , K.w tN ) .

Suppose that a priori information is available indicating that a translog functional form is
appropriate for ln c . In this case, the atemporal cost function c on the right-hand side of (5-6)
can be represented by
t
ln c( y1t ,K , y tM , w1t , K, w tN ) = b 0 + ∑ M
m = 1b m lny m

(5-7)

t
M
M
t
t
+ ∑N
n =1 c n lnw n + (1 / 2)∑ i =1 ∑ j =1d ijlny i lny j
t
t
M
N
t
t
+ (1 / 2) ∑ nN=1 ∑ N
j=1 f njlnw n lnw j + ∑ m =1 ∑ n =1g mn lny m lnw n .

An advantage of the choice of the translog functional form for the atemporal cost function part of
(5-6) is that it does not impose a priori restrictions on the admissible patterns of substitution
between inputs and outputs, but this flexibility results from a large number of free parameters.25
There are M+1 of the b m parameters, N of the c n parameters, MN of the g mn parameters,
M(M+1)/2 independent d ij parameters and N ( N + 1) / 2 independent f nj parameters even when
it is deemed reasonable to impose the symmetry conditions that d ij = d ji for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ M and
f nj = f jn for 1 ≤ n < j ≤ N . If homogeneity of degree one in the input prices is also a reasonable
assumption to impose on the cost function, then the following additional restrictions hold for the
parameters of (5-7):

(5-8)

∑ nN=1c n = 1, ∑ N
j=1f nj = 0 for n = 1, K, N ,
and ∑ N
n=1g mn = 0 for m = 1,K , M.

25

The translog functional form for a single output technology was introduced by Christensen, Jorgenson and Lau
(1971). The multiple output case was defined by Burgess (1974) and Diewert (1974a, p. 139).
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With all of the above restrictions, the number of independent parameters in (5-6) is still
T + M( M + 1) / 2 + N ( N + 1) / 2 + MN which is a larger number than the total number of
observations over the time periods t=0,1, ... ,T. 26 Thus, without imposing more restrictions, it is
not possible to estimate the parameters of (5-6) or to evaluate a productivity index derived from
this relationship.
The usual way of proceeding is to assume that the producer is minimizing costs so that
the following demand relationships hold:27
(5-9)

x tn = ∂ c t ( y1t ,K, y tM , w 1t ,K, w tN ) / ∂w n

for n = 1, K, N and t = 0,1,K, T.

Since ln c t can also be regarded as a quadratic function in the variables

ln y1, ln y 2 , K, ln yM , ln w1, ln w 2 , K , ln w N ,
then Diewert’s(1976, p. 119) logarithmic quadratic identity can be applied. According to that
identity, we have:28

(5-10)

t
ln c t − ln c s = (1 / 2)∑ M
m =1[ y m

∂lnc t t t
∂lnc s s s
t
( y , w ) + y sm
( y , w )]ln ( y m
/ ysm )
∂y m
∂y m

+ (1 / 2) ∑nN=1[ w tn

∂lnc t t t
∂lnc s s s
( y , w ) + w sn
( y , w )]ln ( w tn / w sn )
∂w n
∂w n

+ (1 / 2)[

∂lnc t t t
∂lnc s s s
(y , w ) +
( y , w )]ln( a t / a s )
∂a
∂a

t
= (1 / 2) ∑ M
m =1[ y m

(5-11)

∂lnc t t t
∂lnc s s s
( y , w ) + y sm
( y , w )]ln( y tm / y sm )
∂y m
∂y m

t t
t
s s
s
t
s
+ (1 / 2)∑ N
n = 1[( w n x n / C ) + ( w n x n / C )]ln ( w n / w n )

+ (1 / 2)[ −1 + ( −1)]ln ( a t / a s ).
If it is acceptable to impose the additional assumption of competitive profit maximizing
behavior, we can simplify (5-11) even further. More specifically, suppose we can assume that the
output quantities y1t ,K, y tM solve the following profit maximization problem for t = 0,1,K, T :

26

On the econometric estimation of cost functions using more flexible functional forms that permit theoretically
plausible types of substitution, see for example Berndt (1991) and also Diewert (1969, 1971, 1973, 1974b, 1978a,
1981a, 1982) and Diewert and Wales (1992, 1995) and the references therein.
27
This follows by applying a theoretical result due initially to Hotelling (1932, p. 594) and Shephard (1953, p. 11).
28
Expression (5-11) follows from (5-10) by applying the Hotelling-Shephard relations (5-9) for periods t and s.
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(5-12)

{

}

t
t
t
t
maximize y1,K, y M ∑ M
m =1p m ym − c ( y1,K, y M , w 1,K, w N ) .

This leads to the usual price equals marginal cost relationships that result when competitive price
taking behavior is assumed; i.e., we now have
(5-13)

t
p tm = ∂c t ( y1t , K, yM
, w 1t , K, w tN ) / ∂ym , m = 1, K, M.

This key step permits the use of observed prices as weights for aggregating the observed quantity
data for the different outputs and inputs. Making use of the definition of total costs in (5-3),
expression (5-11) can now be rewritten as:

(5-14)

t t
t
s s
s
t
s
ln (C t / Cs ) = (1 / 2)∑ M
m =1[( p m y m / C ) + (p m y m / C )]ln ( y m / y m )

+ (1 / 2) ∑nN=1[( w nt x tn / C t ) + ( w sn x sn / Cs )]ln ( w tn / w sn ) − ln ( a t / a s ).

Costs in periods s and t can be observed, as can output and input prices and quantities.
Thus the only unknown in equation (5-14) is the productivity change measure going from period
s to t. Solving (5-14) for this measure yields
t t
t
s s
s  ~
 M
(5-15) a t / a s =  ∏ ( y tm / ysm ) (1 / 2)[( p m y m / C ) + ( p m y m / C )]  / Q *T ,
m =1


~
where Q*T is the implicit Törnqvist input quantity index that is defined analogously to the implicit
Törnqvist output quantity index given in (3.8-3).
Formula (5-15) can be simplified still further if it is appropriate to assume that the
underlying technology exhibits constant returns to scale. If costs grow proportionally with
output, then it can be shown (e.g., see Diewert 1974a, pp. 134-137) that the cost function must be
linearly homogeneous in the output quantities. In that case, with competitive profit maximizing
behavior, revenues must equal costs in each period. In other words, under the additional
hypothesis of constant returns to scale, for each time period t = 0,1,K, T we have the following
equality:
(5-16)

c t ( y t , w t ) = Ct = R t .

Using (5-16), we can replace C t and Cs in (5-15) by R t and Rs respectively, and (5-15)
becomes
(5-17)

~
a t / a s = QT / Q*T
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~
where QT is the Törnqvist output quantity index and Q*T is the implicit Törnqvist input quantity
index. This means that if we can justify the choice of a translog cost function and if the
assumptions underlying the above derivations are true, then we have a basis for choosing
~
( Q T / Q T *) as the appropriate functional form of the TFPG index.
The hypothesis of constant returns to scale that must be invoked in moving from
expression (5-15) to (5-17) is very restrictive. However, if the underlying technology is subject
to diminishing returns to scale (or equivalently, to increasing costs), we can convert the
technology into an artificial one still subject to constant returns to scale by introducing an extra
fixed input, x N +1 say, and setting this extra fixed input equal to one (that is, x tN =1 ≡ 1 for each
period t). The corresponding period t price for this input, w tN + 1 , is set equal to the firm’s period
t profits, R t − C t . With this extra factor, the firm’s period t cost is redefined to be the adjusted
cost given by
(5-18)

t
CA
= C t + w tN +1x tN +1 = ∑ nN=+11 w tn x nt = R t , t = 0,1,K , T.

The derivation can now be repeated using the adjusted cost C tA rather than the actual cost Ct .
~
What results is the same productivity change formula except that Q*T is now the implicit translog
quantity index for N + 1 instead of N inputs. Thus, in the diminishing returns to scale or
increasing costs case, we could use formula (5-15) as our measure of productivity change
between periods s and t, or we could use formula (5-17) with the understanding that the extra
fixed input would then be added into the list of inputs and incorporated into the adjusted costs.
Formulas (5-15) and (5-17) illustrate the exact index number approach to the derivation
of productivity change measures. The method may be summarized as follows: (1) a priori or
empirical evidence is used as a basis for choosing a specific functional form for the firm’s cost
function,29 (2) competitive profit maximizing behavior is assumed (or else cost minimizing plus
competitive revenue maximizing behavior is assumed), and (3) various identities are manipulated
and a productivity change measure emerges that depends only on observable prices and
quantities.
In this section, the use of the exact index number method for deriving this index number
measure has been demonstrated for a situation where the functional form for the cost function
was known to be translog with parameters satisfying symmetry, homogeneity, cost minimization,
profit maximization, and possibly also constant returns to scale. The resulting productivity
29

In place of step (1) where a specific functional form is assumed for the firm’s cost function, some researchers
have specified functional forms for the firm’s production function (e.g., Diewert 1976, p. 127; 1980, p. 488) or the
firm’s revenue or profit function (e.g., Diewert 1980, p. 493; 1988) or for the firm’s distance function (e.g., Caves,
Christensen and Diewert 1982b, p. 1404). See also Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982a).
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change term a t / a s illustrated by the formula on the right-hand side of (5-15) or of (5-17) can be
used even with thousands of outputs and inputs. In the following three sections, we provide
alternative formats for exploring the meaning of changes over time in the values of a
productivity index number in situations where the true production or cost or other dual producer
behavioral function is known. Before proceeding, however, the question that must be confronted
is how knowledge of the functional form or other properties of a producer behavioral equation
might be obtained, and what can be concluded about TFPG measurement when this behavioral
knowledge is not obtainable.
The prospects are poor for being able to reliably estimate a translog cost function for the
productive activities of a nation. Even after imposing symmetry and homogeneity assumptions,
the translog cost function defined by (5-4) and (5-7) still has more independent parameters than
the number of observations available over any specified period of time, however long. It is only
by also assuming cost minimizing, profit maximizing behavior so that the observed prices can be
substituted for the unknown marginal products and marginal costs that an index number
expression is obtained that can be evaluated from observable data. Of course, once this step has
been taken, it no longer makes sense to estimate the cost function because the time dependent
technical efficiency term is the only remaining unknown, so it’s value can be solved for in each
and every time period, much as Solow produced annual values for his productivity index for each
year in his classic 1957 paper reviewed in section 10 of this chapter.
It is important to bear in mind too that the index number TFPG measures defined in
section 3 can be evaluated numerically for each time period given suitable quantity and price
data. This is true regardless of whether these indexes can be related to the framework of an
optimizing model of producer behavior. Moreover, any one of the TFPG indexes that has been
introduced has meaning as a measure of the rate of growth for output product sales divided by
the rate of growth of input costs. This is so whether or not the index can also be interpreted in the
context of an economic theory model of producer behavior. However, without some sort of a
behavioral model framework, there is no way of defining or of empirically breaking out a
technical progress component or components appropriately reflecting the impacts of the
measured input factors on total factor productivity change.
The remaining sections of this paper are mostly devoted to exploring the insights and the
decompositions that are possible provided that certain assumptions can be made about the
properties of the production function or a related dual function for the production scenario of
interest.
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6.

PRODUCTION FUNCTION BASED MEASURES OF TFPG

When a TFPG index can be related to a producer behavioral relationship that is derived
from an optimizing model of producer behavior, this knowledge provides a potential theoretical
basis for identifying some of the unknown parameters in the chosen TFPG index. It also provides
a framework for defining various decompositions of TFPG. This is the approach adopted here.
We begin in subsection 6.1 by considering some production function based alternatives
for factoring TFPG into technical progress (TP) and returns to scale (RS) components in the
simplified one input, one output case. As demonstrated in section 2, for the 1-1 case there is a
single measure of TFPG which can be written equivalently in a variety of ways including as the
ratio of the observable output and input growth rates in keeping with (2.1-10) or as the ratio of
the period t and period s transformation rates as in expression (2.1-2). The TP and RS
components of the TFPG index are defined using the true production functions for the two time
periods which are usually unknown. Nevertheless, these decompositions are helpful for thinking
about the various ways in which TFPG can change over time, and for developing awareness of
the complexity of the problem of choosing a proper counterfactual for evaluating observed
productive performance. Even in the general multiple input, multiple output case, these
decompositions have no direct implications for the choice of a measurement formula for TFPG
since the new parameters introduced in making these decompositions cancel out in the
representation of TFPG as a product of the TP and RS components. In other words, TFPG
includes the effects of both technical progress (a shift in the production function) and
nonconstant returns to scale (a movement along a nonconstant returns to scale production
function).30
After defining TP and RS components for the 1-1 case is subsection 6.1, in subsection 6.2
theoretical Malmquist output growth, input growth and TFPG indexes are defined for a general
multiple input, multiple output production situation.
6.1

Technical Progress (TP) and Returns to Scale (RS) in the Simple 1-1 Case

The amount of output obtained from the inputs used in period t versus a comparison
period s can differ for two different sorts of reasons: (1) the same technology might have been
used, but with a different scale of operation and with non-constant returns to scale, or (2) there

30

Favorable or adverse changes in environmental factors facing the firm going from period s to t are regarded as
shifts in the production function. We are assuming here that producers are on their production frontier in each
period; i.e., that they are technically efficient. In a more complete analysis, we could allow for technical inefficiency
as well.
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could have been a shift to a new technology. The purpose of the decompositions introduced here
is to provide a conceptual framework for thinking about returns to scale versus technological
shift changes in TFPG.
In the 1-1 case, TFPG can be equivalently measured as the ratio of the period t and period
s output-input coefficients as in (2.1-2). We assume knowledge of the period s and t quantities
for the single input and the single output as well as of the true period s and t production functions
given by:
(6.1-1)

y1s = f s ( x1s )

and
(6.1-2)

y1t = f t ( x1t ) .

Technical progress can be conceptualised as a shift in a production function due to a
switch to a new technology for some given scale of operation for the productive process. Four of
the possible measures of shift for a production function are considered here. For the first two, the
scale is hypothetically held constant by fixing the input level and then comparing the output
levels for this input with the alternative technologies. For the second two, the scale is
hypothetically held constant by fixing the output level and then comparing the input levels
needed to produce the given output using the alternative technologies.
Some hypothetical quantities are needed to define the four shift measures given here: two
on the output side and two on the input side. The output side hypothetical quantities are
(6.1-3)

y1s* ≡ f t ( x1s )

and
(6.1-4)

y1t* ≡ f s ( x1t ) .

The first of these is the output that hypothetically could be produced with the scale fixed by the
period s input quantity x1s but using the newer period t technology embodied in f t . Given
technical progress rather than regress, y1s* should be larger than y1s . The second quantity, y1t* , is
the output that hypothetically could be produced with the scale fixed by the period t input
quantity x1t but using the older period s technology. Given technical progress rather than regress,
y1t* should be smaller than y1t .
Turning to the input side now, x1s* and x1t* are defined implicitly by
(6.1-5)

y1s = f t ( x 1s* )
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and
(6.1-6)

y1t = f s ( x 1t* ) .

The first of these is the hypothetical amount of the single input factor required to produce the
actual period s output, y1s , using the more recent period t technology. Given technical progress,
x1s* should be less than x1s . The second quantity x1t* is the hypothetical amount of the single
input factor required to produce the period t output y1t using the older period s technology, so we
would usually expect x1t* to be larger than x1t .
The first two of the four technical progress indexes to be defined here are the output
based measures given by31
(6.1-7)

TP (1) ≡ y1s* / y1s = f t ( x1s ) / f s ( x1s )

and
(6.1-8)

TP ( 2) ≡ y1t / y1t* = f t ( x1t ) / f s ( x1t ) .

Each of these describes the percentage increase in output resulting solely from switching from
the period s to the period t production technology with the scale of operation fixed by the actual
period s or the period t input level for TP(1) and TP(2), respectively. The other two indexes of
technical progress defined here are input based:32
(6.1-9)

TP ( 3) ≡ x1s / x1s*

and
(6.1-10)

TP ( 4) ≡ x1t* / x1t .

Each of these gives the reciprocal of the percentage decrease in input usage resulting solely from
switching from the period s to the period t production technology with the scale of operation
fixed by the actual period s or the period t output level for TP(3) and TP(4), respectively. That is,
for TP(3), technical progress is measured with the output level fixed at y1s whereas for TP(4) the
output level is fixed at y1t .
Each of the technical progress measures defined above is related to TFPG as follows:
(6.1-11)

TFPG = TP (i ) RS( i)

for i = 1,2,3,4,

31

TP(1) and TP(2) are the output based ‘productivity’ indexes proposed by Caves, Christensen, and Diewert (1982b,
p.1402) for the simplistic case of one input and one output.
32
TP(3) and TP(4) are the input based ‘productivity’ indexes proposed by Caves, Christensen, and Diewert (1982b,
p.1407) for the simplistic case of one input and one output.
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where, depending on the selected technical progress measure, the corresponding returns to scale
measure is given by
(6.1-12)

RS(1) ≡ [ y1t / x1t ] / [ y1s* / x1s ] ,

(6.1-13)

RS( 2) ≡ [ y1t* / x1t ] / [ y1s / x1s ] ,

(6.1-14)

RS( 3) ≡ [ y1t / x1t ] / [ y1s / x1s*] , or

(6.1-15)

RS( 4) ≡ [ y1t / x1t* ] / [ y1s / x1s ] .

In the TFPG decompositions given by (6.1-11), the technical progress term, TP(i), can be viewed
as a production function shift33 caused by a change in technology, and the returns to scale term,
RS( i ) , can be viewed as a movement along a production function with the technology held
fixed. Each returns to scale measure will be greater than one if output divided by input increases
as we move along the production surface. Obviously, if TP (1) = TP ( 2) = TP (3) = TP ( 4) =1, then
RS=TFPG and increases in TFPG are due solely to changes of scale.
For two periods, say s=0 and t=1, and with just one input factor and one output good, the
four measures of TP defined in (6.1-7)-(6.1-10) and the four measures of returns to scale defined
in (6.1-12)-(6.1-15) can be illustrated graphically, as in Figure 1. (Here the subscript 1 is dropped
for both the single input and the single output.)
The lower curved line is the graph of the period 0 production function; i.e., it is the set of
points ( x , y) such that x ≥ 0 and y = f 0 ( x ) . The higher curved line is the graph of the period 1
production function; i.e., it is the set of points ( x , y) such that x ≥ 0 and y = f 1 ( x ) . The
observed data points are A with coordinates ( x 0 , y 0 ) for period 0, and B with coordinates
( x 1 , y1 ) for period 1.34 Applying formula (2.1-2) from section 2, for this example we have
TFPG = [ y1 / x 1 ] / [ y 0 / x 0 ] . In Figure 1, this is the slope of the straight line OB divided by
the slope of the straight line OA. The reader can use Figure 1 and the definitions provided above
to verify that each of the four decompositions of TFPG given by (6.1-11) corresponds to a

33

This shift can be conceptualized as either a move from one production function to another, or equivalently as a
change in the location and perhaps the shape of the original production function.
34

In Figure 1, note that if the production function shifts were measured in absolute terms as differences in the
0*
0
direction of the y axis, then these shifts would be given by y − y (at point A) and y1 − y1* (at point B). If the
shifts were measured in absolute terms as differences in the direction of the x axis, then the shifts would be given by
x 0 − x 0* (at point A) and x1* − x1 (at point B). An advantage of measuring TP (and TFPG) using ratios rather
than differences is that the relative measures are invariant to changes in the units of measurement whereas the
differences are not.
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different combination of shifts of, and movements along, a production function that take us from
observed point A to observed point B. 35
Figure 1: Production function based measures of technical progress
y
y = f1 (x)

y = f0 (x)

y1
B

y1*
y0*
y0

A

x
0

x0 * x0

x1

x1 *

Geometrically, each of the specified measures for the returns to scale is the ratio of two
output-input coefficients, say [ y j / x j ] divided by [ y k / x k ] for points ( y j , x j ) and ( x k , y k )
on the same fixed production function with x j > x k . For the ith measure, if the returns to scale
component RS( i) = [ y j / x j ] / [ y k / x k ] is greater than 1, the production function exhibits
increasing returns to scale, while if RS( i) = 1 we have constant returns to scale, and if RS( i) < 1
we have decreasing returns. If the returns to scale are constant, then RS(i)=1 and TP=TFPG. 36
However, it is unnecessary to assume constant returns to scale in order to evaluate the index
number TFPG measures presented in section 3. This is important since we agree with
Lipsey(1999) and others who argue that increasing returns to scale and falling unit costs are to be

35

For firms in a regulated industry, returns to scale will generally be greater than one, since increasing returns to
scale in production is often the reason for regulation in the first place. See Diewert (1981b).
36
Solow’s (1957, p. 313) Chart I is similar in concept, but his figure is for the simpler case of constant returns to
scale.
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expected in many production situations when there are increases in output or when new
technologies are introduced.37
6.2

Malmquist Indexes

If the technology for a multiple input, multiple output production process can be
represented in each time period by some known production function, this function can be used as
a basis for defining theoretical Malmquist quantity and Malmquist TFPG indexes. Malmquist
indexes are introduced here, and then in the following subsection we show conditions under
which these theoretical Malmquist indexes can be evaluated using the same information needed
in order to evaluate the TFPG index numbers introduced in section 3.
Here as previously, we let y1t denote the amount of output 1 produced in period t for
t = 0,1, K , T. Here we also let ~y t ≡ [ yt2 , y3t , ..., ytM ] denote the vector of other outputs jointly
produced in each period t along with output 1 using the vector of input quantities
x t ≡ [ x1t , x t2, ..., x tN ] . Using these notational conventions, the production functions for output 1
in period s and in period t can be represented compactly as:
(6.2-1)

y1s = f s ( ~
y s , x s ) and y1t = f t ( ~y t , x t ) .
Three alternative Malmquist output quantity indexes will be defined. 38
The first Malmquist output index, α s , is the number which satisfies

(6.2-2)

y1t / α s = f s ( ~y t / α s , x s ) .

This index is the number which just deflates the period t vector of outputs,
y t ≡ [ y1t , y2t , ..., y tM ] , into an output vector y t / α s that can be produced with the period s
vector of inputs, xs , using the period s technology. Due to substitution, when the number of
output goods, M, is greater than 1, then the hypothetical output quantity vector y t / α s will not
usually be equal to the actual period s output vector, ys . However, when there is only one output
good, then we have y1t / α s = f s ( x s ) = y1s and this first Malmquist output index reduces to
α s = y1t / y1s .
A second Malmquist output index, α t , is defined as the number which satisfies
37

See also Harberger (1998), Basu and Fernald (1997), Nakajima, Nakamura and Yoshioka (1998) and the
references provided in those papers.
38
These indexes correspond to the two output indexes defined in Caves, Christensen, and Diewert (1982b, p.1400)
and referred to by them as Malmquist indexes because Malmquist (1953) proposed indexes similar to these in
concept, though his were for the consumer rather than the producer context. Indexes of this sort were subsequently
defined as well by Moorsteen (1961) and Hicks (1961; 1981, pp.192 and 256) for the producer context. See also
Balk (1998, ch. 4).
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(6.2-3)

α t y1s = f t (α t ~y s , x t ) .

This index is the number that inflates the period s vector of outputs ys into α t y s , an output
vector that can be produced with the period t vector of inputs x t using the period t technology.
The index α t y s will not usually be equal to y t when there are multiple outputs. However, when
M = 1, then α t y1s = f t ( x t ) = y1t and α t = y1t / y1s .
When there is no reason to prefer either the index α s or α t , we recommend taking the
geometric mean of these indexes. This is the third Malmquist index of output growth, defined as
(6.2-4)

α ≡ [ α s α t ]1 / 2 .

When there are only two output goods, the Malmquist output indexes α s and α t can be
illustrated as in Figure 2 for time periods t=1 and s=0. The lower curved line represents the set of
outputs {( y1, y2 , ) : y1 = f 0 ( y2 , x 0 )} that can be produced with period 0 technology and inputs.
The higher curved line represents the set of outputs {( y1, y2 , ) : y1 = f 1( y2 , x1)} that can be
produced with period 1 technology and inputs. The period 1 output possibilities set will generally
be higher than the period 0 one for two reasons: (i) technical progress and (ii) input growth.39 In
Figure 2, the point α1 y 0 is the straight line projection of the period 0 output vector
y0 = [ y10 , y02 ] onto the period 1 output possibilities set, and y1 / α 0 = [ y11 / α 0 , y12 / α 0 ]
is the straight line contraction of the output vector y1 = [ y11, y12 ] onto the period 0 output
possibilities set.

39

However, if there were technical regress so that production became less efficient in period 1 compared to period 0
or if the utilization of inputs declined, then the period 1 output production possibilities set could lie below the period
0 one.
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Figure 2: Alternative economic output indexes illustrated
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We now turn to the input side. A first Malmquist input index, βs , is defined as follows:
(6.2-5)

y1s = f s ( ~y s , x t / βs ) ≡ f s ( y s2 , ..., y sM , x 1t / βs , ..., x tN / β s ) .

This index measures input growth holding fixed the period s technology and output vector. A
second Malmquist input index, denoted by β t , is the solution to the following equation
(6.2-6)

y1t = f t ( ~y t , β t x s ) ≡ f t ( y t2 , ..., y tM , β t x 1s , ..., β t x sN ) .

This index measures input growth holding fixed the period t technology and output vector. When
there is no reason to prefer βs to βt , we recommend a third Malmquist input index:
(6.2-7)

β ≡ [βs β t ]1 / 2 .
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Figure 3 illustrates the Malmquist indexes βs and β t for the case where there are just
two input goods and for the time periods t=1 and s=0.

Figure 3: Alternative Malmquist input indexes illustrated
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The lower curved line in Figure 3 represents the set of inputs that are needed to produce
the vector of outputs
y0
using period 0 technology. This is the set
0
0 ~0
{( x1, x 2 ) : y1 = f ( y , x1, x 2 )} . The higher curved line represents the set of inputs that are
needed to produce the period 1 vector of outputs y1 using period 1 technology. This is the set
{( x1, x 2 ) : y11 = f 1( ~y1, x1, x 2 )} .40 The point β1 x 0 = [β1 x10 , β1 x 02 ] is the straight line projection
of the input vector x 0 ≡ [ x10 , x 02 ] onto the period 1 input requirements set. The point

40

If technical progress were sufficiently positive or if output growth between the two periods were sufficiently
negative, then the period 1 input requirements set could lie below the period 0 input requirements set instead of
above.
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x1 / β 0 ≡ [ x11 / β 0 , x12 / β0 ] is the straight line contraction of the input vector x1 ≡ [ x 11, x 12 ] onto
the period 0 input requirements set.
Once theoretical Malmquist quantity indexes have been defined that measure the growth
of total output and the growth of total input, then a Malmquist TFPG index for the general N-M
case can be defined too. The definition we recommend for the Malmquist TFPG index is
(6.2-8)

TFPG M ≡ α / β .

In the 1-1 case, expression (6.2-8) reduces to TFPG(2) as defined in expression (2.1-3), which
equals the single measure for TFPG for the 1-1 case.

6.3

Direct Evaluation of Malmquist Indexes for the N-M Case

Using the exact index number approach, Caves, Christensen, and Diewert (1982b,
pp.1395–1401) give conditions under which the Malmquist output and input quantity indexes
α ≡ [α s α t ]1/ 2 and β ≡ [β s β t ]1/ 2 defined in (6.2-4) and (6.2-7) equal Törnqvist indexes. More
specifically, Caves, Christensen, and Diewert give conditions under which
(6.3-1)

α = QT

and
(6.3-2)

β = Q*T ,

where Q T is the Törnqvist output quantity index and Q*T is the Törnqvist input quantity index.
The assumptions required to derive (6.3-1) and (6.3-2) are, roughly speaking: (i) price taking,
revenue maximizing behavior, (ii) price taking, cost minimizing behavior, and (iii) a translog
technology.41 Under these assumptions, we can evaluate the Malmquist measure TFPG M by
taking the ratio of the Törnqvist output and input quantity indexes since we have
(6.3-3)

TFPG M = α / β = Q T / Q *T ≡ TFPG T .

41

An intuitive explanation for the remarkable equalities in (6.3-1) and (6.3-2) rests on the following fact: if f(z) is a
t
r
t
r T t
r
quadratic function, then f ( z ) − f ( z ) = (1 / 2)[ ∇ f ( z ) + ∇f ( z )] [ z − z ] . This result follows from applying
Diewert’s (1976, p. 118) Quadratic Approximation Lemma. Under the assumption of optimizing behavior on the
t
r
part of the producer, the vectors of first order partial derivatives, ∇ f ( z ) and ∇ f ( z ) , will be equal to or
proportional to the observed prices. Thus the right-hand side of the above identity becomes observable without
estimation. In actual applications of this identity, we assume that various transformations of f are quadratic and
apply the resulting identity.
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The practical importance of (6.3-3) is that the Malmquist TFPG index can be evaluated from
observable prices and quantities without knowing the true period specific production functions.
Recall that the “best” productivity index from the axiomatic point of view is the Fisher
productivity index defined in (3.3-4) as
TFPG F ≡ Q F / Q*F ,
with the Fisher output quantity index QF defined by (3.2-3) and the Fisher input quantity index
Q*F defined by (3.2-6). Diewert (1992b, pp.240–243) shows that the Fisher output and input
quantity indexes equal Malmquist indexes under a somewhat different assumption about the
nature of the technology from the one required to justify (6.3-1) and (6.3-2). To establish this, the
firm’s output distance function over the relevant time span must have the functional form
d t ( y, x ) = σ t [ y T Ay( x T Cx ) −1 + α t ⋅ yβ t ⋅ x −1y T B t x −1 ]1 / 2 . Here T denotes a transpose, the
parameter matrices A and C are symmetric and independent of time t, and the parameter vectors
t
α t and β and also the parameter matrix B t can depend on time. The vector x −1 is defined as
consisting of components that are the reciprocals of the components of the vector x of input
quantities. The parameter matrices and vectors must also satisfy some additional restrictions that
are listed in Diewert (1992b, p.241).
It should be noted that the above results do not rely on the assumption of constant returns
to scale in production. Also, the assumption of revenue maximizing behavior can be dropped if
we know the marginal costs in the two periods under consideration, in which case we could
directly evaluate the Malmquist indexes. However, usually we do not know these marginal costs.
The Fisher is our preferred TFPG index. However, for measuring national productivity,
both the Fisher and the Törnqvist indexes should yield similar results.42 Both are superlative
index numbers and, as already noted, Diewert (1976, 1978b) and Hill (2000) established that all
of the commonly used superlative index number formulas approximate each other to the second
order when each index is evaluated at an equal price and quantity point.43 These approximation
42

See Diewert (1978b, p.894).
The term superlative means that an index is exact for a flexible functional form. Since the Fisher and the
Törnqvist indexes are both superlative, they will both have the same first and second order partial derivatives with
respect to all arguments when the derivatives are evaluated at a point where the price and quantity vectors take on
the same value for both period t and period s.
43

Peter Hill (1993; p. 384) explains current accepted practice as follows: “Thus economic theory suggests that, in
general, a symmetric index that assigns equal weight to the two situations being compared is to be preferred to either
the Laspeyres or Paasche indices on their own. The precise choice of superlative index—whether Fisher, Törnqvist
or other superlative index—may be of only secondary importance as all the symmetric indices are likely to
approximate each other, and the underlying theoretic index fairly closely, at least when the index number spread
between the Laspeyres and Paasche is not very great.” Robert Hill (2000) showed that whereas the approximation
result of Diewert (1978b) which the remarks of Peter Hill (1993) quoted above are based on and which have found
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results, and also Diewert’s (1978b) result for the Paasche and Laspeyres indexes, hold without
the assumption of optimizing behavior and regardless of whether the assumptions made about
the technology are true. These are findings of numerical rather than economic analysis.

7.

COST FUNCTION BASED MEASURES

In this section, we define another set of theoretical output and input growth rate and
TFPG measures based on the true underlying cost function instead of the production function as
in section 6. We give conditions under which these indexes equal the Laspeyres and the Paasche
indexes. For the two output case, we also show how the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes relate to
the Malmquist indexes defined in the previous section.
Recall
from
(5-2)
that
the
period
t
( t = 0,1, K , T )
cost
function
t
c ( y1 , y 2 , ..., y M , w 1 , w 2 , ..., w N ) is the minimum cost of producing the given quantities
y1, y 2 ,K , y M of the M output goods using the input quantities x1 , x 2 , K , x N purchased at the
unit prices w1 , w 2 , K , w N and using the period t technology summarized by the production
function constraint y1 = f t ( y 2 , ..., y M , x1 , x 2 , ..., x N ) . In this section, we assume that the
period s and period t cost functions, cs and c t , are known and we examine theoretical output,
input and productivity indexes that can be defined using these cost functions.
Under the assumptions of perfect information and cost minimizing behavior on the part
of the production unit, the actual period t total cost equals the period t cost function evaluated at
the period t output quantities and input prices. Thus for the period t cost function, c t ( yt , w t ) , we
have
(7-1)

c t ( yt , w t ) = ∑ nN=1 w tn x tn ≡ w t ⋅ x t ≡ Ct .

(As in the above expression, for convenience weighted sums will sometimes be represented as
inner products of vectors in addition to, or as an alternative to, the representation of these sums
using summation signs.) The cost function in (7-1) is assumed to be differentiable with respect to
the components of the vector y at the point ( y t , w t ) . Under the assumed conditions, the ith
marginal cost for period t, denoted by mc ti , is given by
(7-2)

mc ti ≡ ∂c t ( y t , w t ) / ∂yi ,

i = 1,2,...,M.

their way into the manuals of statistical agencies around the world do indeed apply to all of the commonly used
superlative indexes including the Fisher, Törnqvist, and implicit Törnqvist, the approximation can be poor for some
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Marginal costs for period s are defined analogously.
Just as the output unit prices were used as weights for the period s and period t quantities
in the formulas for the Laspeyres and Paasche quantity indexes given in section 3, here the
marginal cost vectors, mc s and mc t , are used to define theoretical Laspeyres and Paasche type
output and input quantity indexes. These indexes are given by
(7-3)

γL ≡ mc s ⋅ y t / mc s ⋅ ys

and
(7-4)

γP ≡ mc t ⋅ y t / mc t ⋅ y s .

When we have no reason to prefer γL over γP , we recommend using as a theoretical measure of
the output growth rate the geometric mean of γL and γP ; that is, we recommend using
(7-5)

γ ≡ [γ L γ P ]1/ 2 .

With price taking, profit maximizing behavior, the observed output quantity vector y t is
determined as the solution to the first order necessary conditions for the period t profit
maximization problem and economic theory implies that p t = mc t for t = 0,1,K, T . If this is the
case, then γL defined in (7-3) equals the usual Laspeyres output index, Q L , defined in (3.2-2),
and γP defined in (7-4) equals the usual Paasche output index, Q P , defined in (3.2-1).
Moreover, in this case γ defined in (7-5) equals the usual Fisher output index, Q F , defined in
(3.2-3).
With just two outputs and under the assumptions of price taking, profit maximizing
behavior, the differences between the new theoretical output indexes γP and γL and the
Malmquist output indexes α s and α t can be illustrated using Figure 4.

other superlative indexes.
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Figure 4: Alternative price based theoretical output indexes
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The lower curved line in Figure 4 is the period s=0 output possibilities set,
{( y1 , y 2 ) : y1 = f 0 ( y 2 , x 0 )} . The higher curved line is the period t=1 output possibilities set,
{( y1, y 2 ) : y1 = f 1( y 2 , x1)} . The straight line ending in D is tangent to the period 0 output
possibilities set at the observed period 0 output vector y0 ≡ [ y10 , y02 ] , and the straight line ending
in C is tangent to the period 1 output possibilities set at the observed period 1 output vector
y1 ≡ [ y11, y12 ] . The marginal costs for period 0 and period 1 are denoted by mc 0i and mc 1i for
outputs i=1,2. The tangent line through y 0 , the output quantity vector for period 0, has the slope
− ( mc 10 / mc 02 ) and the tangent line through y1 , the period 1 output quantity vector, has the
slope − (mc 11 / mc 12 ) . The straight line ending in E passes through y1 , and the straight line
ending in F passes through α1 y 0 . Both of these lines are parallel to the line ending in D: the
tangent to the period 0 output possibility set at the point ( y10 , y02 ) . Similarly, the straight line
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ending in A passes through y 0 , the straight line ending in B passes through y1 / α 0 , and both
are parallel to the line ending in C.44
For the theoretical output indexes defined above, we will always have
γ L = OE / OD < OF / OD = α 1 and γ P = OC / OA > OC / OB = α 0 . Although the four
output indexes can be quite different in magnitude as illustrated in Figure 4, the geometric
average of γL and γP should be reasonably close to the geometric average of α 0 and α1 .
Moving to the input side, the theoretical input quantity indexes are given by45
(7-6)

δ L ≡ c t ( y t , w s ) / c s (y s , w s )

and
(7-7)

δ P ≡ c t ( y t , w t ) / cs ( y s , w t ) .

In the case of two inputs and under the assumptions of price taking, profit maximizing
behavior, the differences between δL and δP on the one hand and the Malmquist indexes βs
and β t on the other hand can be illustrated as in Figure 5. The lower curved line is the period
s=0 set of combinations of the two input factors that can be used to produce y 0 under f 0 . The
upper curved line is the period t=1 set of input combinations that can be used to produce y1
under f 1 .
The straight line ending at the point E in Figure 5 is tangent to the input possibilities
curve for period 1 at the observed input vector x1 ≡ [ x11, x12 ] . This tangent line has slope
− ( w11 / w12 ) and, by construction, the lines ending in A, B, and C have this same slope. The
line ending at point C passes through the period 0 observed input vector x 0 ≡ [ x10 , x 02 ] . The line
ending at B passes through x1 / β 0 ≡ [ x 11 / β 0 , x12 / β0 ] . Finally, the line ending at A is tangent
to the period 0 input possibilities set.
Similarly, the straight line ending at the point D in Figure 5 is tangent to the period 0
input possibilities set at the point x0 . The slope of this tangent line is − ( w10 / w 02 ) and, by
construction, the lines ending in F, G, and H have this same slope. The line ending at H passes
through x1 . The line ending at G passes through β1 x 0 ≡ [β1 x 10 , β1 x 02 ] , and the line ending at F

44

Note that the y1 intercept of a line with the slope of the relevant price ratio -- i.e., the y1 intercept of a line with
the slope of the tangent to the designated production possibilities frontier -- equals the revenue from the designated
output vector denominated in equivalent amounts of good 1.
45
If there is only one output and if cs = ct , then δ L and δP reduce to indexes proposed by Allen (1949, p.199).
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is tangent to the period 1 input possibilities curve. It can be
δ L = OF / OD < OG / OD = β1 and δ P = OE / OA > OE / OB = β 0 .46

shown

that

Figure 5: Alternative price based economic input indexes
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The tangency relation follows using Shephard’s (1953, p.11) Lemma: x1 = ∂c ( y , w1 , w 2 ) / ∂w1 and
0
0 0
0
0
1
1
x 2 = ∂c ( y , w1 , w 2 ) / ∂w 2 . Similarly, the fact that the tangent line ending at E has slope equal to w1 / w 2
1
1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1
follows from x1 = ∂ c ( y , w1, w 2 ) / ∂ w1 and x2 = ∂c ( y , w1, w 2 ) / ∂ w 2 . Note that the x1 intercept of a line
with the slope of −( w 10 / w 0
2 ) , as is the case for the lines ending in D, F, G or H, or of a line with the slope of
1
− ( w1
1 / w 2 ) , as is the case for the lines ending in A, B, C or D, is equal to the cost of the stated input vector
denominated in units of input factor 1.
46
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8.

THE DIEWERT -MORRISON PRODUCTIVITY MEASURE
AND DECOMPOSITIONS

In section 5, we used the period t production function f t to define the period t cost
function, c t . The period t production function can also be used to define the period t (net)
revenue function:
(8-1)
r t ( p, x) ≡ max y {p ⋅ y : y ≡ ( y1 , y 2 , K , y M ); y1 = f t ( y 2 , K , y M ; x )}; t = 0,1, K , T
where p ≡ ( p1,K, pM ) is the output price vector that the producer faces and x ≡ ( x1, L, x N ) is
the input vector.47 Diewert and Morrison (1986) use revenue functions for period t and the
comparison period s to define another family of theoretical productivity growth indexes:
(8-2)

RG ( p, x ) ≡ r t ( p, x ) / r s ( p, x) .

This index is the ratio of the net value of the output that can be produced using the period t
versus the period s technology but holding the inputs constant at the quantities given in some
reference net input quantity vector x and the prices constant at some reference unit price vector,
p. This is a different approach to the problem of controlling for total factor input utilization in
judging the success of the period t versus the period s production outcomes.
Two special cases of (8-2) are of interest:
(8-3)
RG s ≡ RG ( ps , x s ) = r t ( ps , xs ) / r s ( ps , x s ) and RG t ≡ RG (p t , x t ) = r t ( p t , x t ) / rs ( p t , x t ) .
The first of these, RG s , is the theoretical productivity index obtained by letting the reference
vectors p and x take on the observed period s values. The second of these, RG t , is the theoretical
productivity index obtained by letting the reference vectors be the observed period t output price
vector p t and input quantity vector x t .48
Under the assumption of revenue maximizing behavior in both periods, we have:

47

If ym is positive (negative), then the net output m is an output (input). We assume that all output prices pm are
positive. We assume that all input quantities xn are positive and if the net input n is an input (output), then wn is
positive (negative).
48
This approach can be viewed as an extension to the general N-M case of the methodology used in defining the
output based measures of technical progress given in (6.1-7) and (6.1-8).
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(8-4)

p t ⋅ y t = r t ( pt , x t ) and ps ⋅ ys = r s ( ps , xs )

If these equalities hold, this means we observe values for the denominator of RG s and the
numerator of RG t . However, we cannot directly observe the terms, r t ( ps , x s ) and r s ( p t , x t ) .
The first of these is the hypothetical revenue that would result from using the period t technology
with the period s input quantities and output prices. The second is the hypothetical revenue that
would result from using the period s technology with the period t input quantities and output
prices. These hypothetical revenue figures can be inferred from observable data if we know the
functional form for the period t revenue function and it is associated with an index number
formula that can be evaluated with the observable data. Suppose, for example, that the revenue
function has the following translog functional form:

(8-5)

t
N
t
M
M
lnr t (p, x ) ≡ αst + ∑ M
m =1α m lnp m + ∑ n =1βn lnx n + (1/ 2) ∑ m =1∑ j=1α mj lnp mlnp j
M
N
+ (1 / 2)∑ nN=1∑ N
j=1βnjlnx n lnx j + ∑ m =1∑ n =1 γ mn lnp m lnx n

where α mj = α jm and βnj = β jn and the parameters satisfy various other restrictions to ensure
that r t (p,x) is linearly homogeneous in the components of the price vector p.49 Note that the
t
coefficient vectors α t0 , αm
and βnt can be different in each time period but that the quadratic
coefficients are assumed to be constant over time.
Diewert and Morrison (1986; p. 663) show that under the above assumptions, the
geometric mean of the two theoretical productivity indexes defined in (8-3) can be identified
using the observable price and quantity data that pertain to the two periods; i.e., we have
(8-6)

[ RG s RG t ]1 / 2 = a / bc

where a, b and c are given by
(8-7)

a ≡ p t ⋅ y t / ps ⋅ ys ,

(8-8)

s s
s s
t t
t
t
t
s
lnb ≡ ∑ M
m =1(1 / 2)[( p m y m / p ⋅ y ) + ( p m y m / p ⋅ y )]ln ( p m / p m ) , and

(8-9)

s s
s s
t t
t
t
t
s
lnc = ∑ N
n =1(1 / 2)[( wn x n / p ⋅ y ) + ( w n x n / p ⋅ y )]ln ( x n / x n ) .

If we have constant returns to scale production functions f s and f t , then the value of outputs
will equal the value of inputs in each period and we have

49

These conditions can be found in Diewert (1974a, p. 139). The derivation of (6.3-1) and (6.3-2) also required the
assumption of a translog technology.
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(8-10) p t ⋅ y t = w t ⋅ x t .
The same result can be derived without the constant returns to scale assumption if we have a
fixed factor that absorbs any pure profits or losses, with this fixed factor defined as in (5-18) in
section 5.
Substituting (8-10) into (8-9), we see that expression c becomes the Törnqvist input index
*
QT . By comparing (8-8) and (3.8-2), we see also that b is the Törnqvist output price index PT .
Thus a / b is an implicit Törnqvist output quantity index.
If (8-10) holds, then we have the following decomposition for the geometric mean of the
product of the theoretical productivity growth indexes defined in (8-3):
(8-11) [ RG s RG t ]1 / 2 = [ p t ⋅ y t / ps ⋅ ys ] /[ PT Q*T ] ,
where PT is the Törnqvist output price index defined in (3.8-2) and Q *T is the Törnqvist output
quantity index defined analogously to the way in which the Törnqvist output quantity index is
defined in (3.8-1). Diewert and Morrison (1986) use the period t revenue functions to define two
theoretical output price effects which show how revenues would change in response to a change
in a single output price:
s
(8-12) Pm
≡ r s (p1s ,K , psm −1, p tm , psm +1, K, p sM , xs ) / r s ( ps , xs ), m = 1,K , M ,

and
t
(8-13) Pm
≡ r t ( p t , x t ) / r t ( p1t ,K, ptm −1, p sm , ptm +1,K, p tM , x t ), m = 1,K, M .

More specifically, these theoretical indexes give the proportional changes in the value of output
that would result if we changed the price of the mth output from its period s level p sm to its
period t level p tm holding constant all other output prices and the input quantities at reference
levels and using the same technology in both situations. For the theoretical index defined in (812), the reference output prices and input quantities and technology are the period s ones,
whereas for the index defined in (8-13) they are the period t ones. Now define the theoretical
output price effect b m as the geometric mean of the two effects defined by (8-12) and (8-13):
s t 1/ 2
(8-14) b m ≡ [Pm
Pm ] , m = 1,K, M .

Diewert and Morrison (1986) and Kohli (1990) show that the bm given by (8-14) can be
evaluated by the following observable expression, provided that conditions (8-4), (8-5) and (810) hold:
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(8-15) lnb m = (1 / 2)[( psm ysm / ps ⋅ ys ) + (p tm ytm / p t ⋅ y t )]ln( p tm / psm ), m = 1,K , M .
Comparing (8-8) with (8-15), it can be seen that we have the following decomposition for b:
(8-16) b = ∏ M
m =1 b m = PT .
Thus the overall Törnqvist output price index, PT , can be decomposed into a product of the
individual output price effects, b m .
Diewert and Morrison (1986) also use the period t revenue functions in order to define
two theoretical input quantity effects as follows:
(8-17) Q*ns ≡ r s (p s , x 1s , K , x sn −1 , x tn , x sn +1 , K , x sN ) / r s ( p s , x s ), n = 1, K , N
and
(8-18) Q*nt ≡ r t ( p t , x t ) / r t ( p t , x 1t , K , x tn −1 , x sn , x tn +1 , K , x tN ), n = 1, K , N.
These theoretical indexes give the proportional change in the value of output that would result
from changing input n from its period s level xsn to its period t level x tn , holding constant all
output prices and other input quantities at reference levels and using the same technology in both
situations. For the theoretical index defined by (8-17), the reference output prices and input
quantities and the technology are the period s ones, whereas for the index given in (8-18) they
are the period t ones.
Now define the theoretical input quantity effect c n as the geometric mean of the two
effects defined by (8-17) and (8-18):
(8-19) c n ≡ [Q*ns Q*nt ]1 / 2 , n = 1, K , N .
Diewert and Morrison (1986) show that the c n defined by (8-19) can be evaluated by the
following empirically observable expression provided that assumptions (8-4) and (8-5) hold:
(8-20) lnc n = (1 / 2)[( w sn x sn / ps ⋅ ys ) + ( wnt x tn / p t ⋅ y t )]ln( x tn / x sn )
(8-21)

= (1 / 2)[( wsn x sn / w s ⋅ xs ) + ( w tn x tn / w t ⋅ x t )]ln( x nt / x sn ) .

The expression (8-21) follows from (8-20) provided that the assumptions (8-10) also hold.
Comparing (8-20) with (8-9), it can be seen that we have the following decomposition for c:
(8-22)

c = ∏N
n =1 cn
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(8-23)

= Q*T ,

where (8-23) follows from (8-22) provided that the assumptions (8-10) also hold.
Thus if assumptions (8-4), (8-5) and (8-10) hold, the overall Törnqvist input quantity
index can be decomposed into a product of the individual input quantity effects, the c n for
n = 1, K , N. .
Having derived (8-16) and (8-22), we can substitute these decompositions into (8-6) and
rearrange the terms to obtain the following very useful decomposition:
(8-24)

N
p t ⋅ yt / ps ⋅ ys = [ RG sRG t ]1 / 2 ∏M
m =1 b m ∏ n=1 c n

This is a decomposition of the growth in the nominal value of output into the productivity growth
term [ RG s RG t ]1/ 2 times the product of the output price growth effects, the b m , times the
product of the input quantity growth effects, the c n . All of the effects on the right-hand side of
expression (8-24) can be calculated using only the observable price and quantity data pertaining
to the two periods.50
An interesting special case of (8-24) results when there is only one input in the x vector
and it is fixed. Then the input growth effect c1 is unity and variable inputs appear in the y vector
with negative components. In this special case, the left-hand side of (8-24) becomes the pure
profits ratio that is decomposed into a productivity effect times the various price effects (the
b m ).

9.

THE DIVISIA APPROACH

In the discrete time approaches to productivity measurement, the price and quantity data
are defined only for integer values of t where each value that the index t takes on denotes a
particular discrete unit time period. Indexes have been defined for this discrete time data that
reflect change from some comparison period s to some current period t. In contrast, in Divisia’s
(1926; 40) approach to the measurement of aggregate input and output, the data are regarded as
continuous time variables.51 To emphasize the continuous time feature of the Divisia approach,
in this section the price and quantity of output m at time t are denoted by p m ( t ) and y m ( t ) for
goods m = 1,2,K , M and the price and quantity of input n at time t are denoted by w n ( t ) and
50

See Morrison and Diewert (1990) for decompositions for other functional forms besides the translog. Kohli (1990)
and Fox and Kohli (1998) use (8-24) to examine the factors behind the growth in the nominal GDP of several
countries.
51
See Hulten (1973). For a comprehensive review of the Divisia approach, see also Balk (2000).
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x n ( t) for factors N = 1,2,K , N . It is assumed that these price and quantity functions are
differentiable with respect to time over the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 .
Revenue and cost can be represented as
(9-1)

R (t) ≡ ∑ M
m =1 p m ( t ) ym ( t )

and
(9-2)

C( t ) ≡ ∑ N
n =1 w n ( t ) x n ( t ) .

Differentiating both sides of (9-1) with respect to time and dividing by R(t), we obtain
(9-3)
'
M
'
R ' ( t ) / R ( t ) = [∑ M
m =1 pm ( t ) y m ( t ) + ∑ m =1 p m ( t ) ym ( t )] / R ( t )
'
= [∑ M
m =1 [ pm ( t ) / p m ( t )] [ p m ( t ) ym ( t ) / R( t )]
'
+ ∑M
m =1 [ ym ( t ) / y m ( t )] [p m ( t ) ym ( t ) / R ( t )]

(9-4)

'
R
'
R
M
= ∑M
m =1 [ p m ( t ) / p m ( t )] s m ( t ) + ∑ m=1 [ y m ( t ) / y m ( t )] s m ( t ) ,

where a prime denotes the time derivative of a function and s R
m ( t ) ≡ [ p m ( t ) y m ( t )] / R ( t ) is the
revenue share of output m at time t for m = 1, 2, ..., M. The left-hand side of (9-4) is R ' ( t ) / R ( t )
which is the (percentage) rate of change in revenue at time t.
The first set of terms on the right-hand side of (9-4) is a revenue share weighted sum of
the rates of growth in the prices. Divisia (1926, p.40) simply defined this sum to be the
percentage rate of change of an aggregate output price at time t, P(t).52 That is, Divisia defined
the aggregate price growth rate to be
(9-5)

'
R
P ' ( t ) / P( t ) ≡ ∑ M
m =1 [ p m ( t ) / p m ( t )] s m ( t ) .

The second set of terms on the right-hand side of (9-4) is a revenue share weighted sum
of the rates of growth for the output quantities of the individual output goods. Divisia defined
these terms to be the percentage rate of change of an aggregate quantity at time t, Y(t). That is,
Divisia defined the aggregate output quantity growth rate to be
(9-6)

Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t ) ≡ ∑ [ y 'm ( t ) / y m ( t )] s R
m (t) .

Substituting (9-5) and (9-6) into (9-4) yields:
52

This is much like declaring the Törnqvist output index to be a measure of output price growth, since it is a
weighted aggregate of the growth rates for the prices of the individual output goods.
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(9-7)

R ' ( t ) / R ( t ) = P' ( t ) / P( t ) + Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t ) .

In words, (9-7) says that revenue growth at time t is equal to aggregate output price growth plus
aggregate output quantity growth at time t. Equation (9-7) is the Divisia index counterpart to the
output side product test decomposition.
A decomposition similar to (9-7) can be derived in the same way for the (percentage) rate
of growth in cost at time t, C ' ( t ) / C ( t ) . Differentiating both sides of (9-2) with respect to t and
dividing both sides by C ( t ) yields

(9-8)

N
C' ( t ) / C( t ) = [ ∑ N
n =1 w ' n ( t ) x n ( t ) + ∑ n =1 w n ( t ) x 'n ( t )] / C( t )
N
'
C
= ∑ nN=1 [ w 'n ( t ) / w n ( t )] s C
n ( t ) + ∑ n =1 [ x n ( t ) / x n ( t )] s n ( t ).

Here w'n ( t ) is the rate of change of the nth input price, x 'n ( t ) is the rate of change of the nth
input quantity, and s Cn ( t ) ≡ [ w n ( t ) x n ( t )] / C( t ) is the input n share of total cost at time t.
Let W(t) and X(t) denote the Divisia input price and input quantity aggregates evaluated
at time t, where their proportional rates of change are defined by the two cost share weighted
sums of the rates of growth of the individual microeconomic input prices and quantities:
(9-9)

W' ( t ) / W ( t ) ≡ ∑nN=1 [ w 'n ( t ) / w n ( t )] s C
n (t)

and
(9-10)

X' ( t ) / X( t ) ≡ ∑nN=1 [ x 'n ( t ) / x n ( t )] s Cn ( t ) .
Substituting (9-9) and (9-10) into (9-8) yields the following input side version of equation

(9-7):
(9-11)

C ' ( t ) / C( t ) = W ' ( t ) / W ( t ) + X ' ( t ) / X ( t ) .

In words, (9-11) says that the rate of growth in cost is equal to aggregate input price growth plus
aggregate input quantity growth at time t. Equation (9-11) is the Divisia ni dex counterpart to the
input side product test decomposition in the axiomatic approach to index number theory.
Jorgenson and Griliches (1967, p.252) define the Divisia TFPG index at time t as the rate
of growth of the Divisia output index minus the rate of growth of the Divisia input index,53
(9-12)

TFPG ( t ) ≡ [Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t )] − [X ' ( t ) / X ( t )] ,

53

Note that the Divisia productivity measure is defined as a difference in rates of growth whereas our previous
productivity definitions all involved taking a ratio of growth rates. However, the log of a ratio equals the difference
of the logs, so this distinction is not necessarily important.
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where Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t ) is given by (9-6) and X ' ( t ) / X ( t ) is given by (9-10).
For the one output, one input case when t = 0, we let Y( t ) = y1( t ) = y( t ) and
X( t) = x1( t) = x ( t) . In order to operationalize the continuous time approach, we approximate the
derivatives with finite differences as follows:
(9-13)

Y' ( 0) = y' (0) ≅ y(1) − y( 0) = y1 − y0

and
(9-14)

X' ( 0) = x ' (0) ≅ x (1) − x (0) = x1 − x 0 .

Substituting these approximations into (9-12) yields
(9-15)

TFPG ( 0) = [ y' (0) / y(0)] − [ x ' ( 0) / x (0)] ,

which is the Divisia approach counterpart to (2.1-3).
Returning to the general Divisia productivity measure defined by (9-12), Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967, p.252) develop an analogous result for the general N input, M output case under
the additional assumption that costs equal revenue at each point in time. In this case we have
R ' ( t ) / R ( t ) = C ' ( t ) / C ( t ) and hence the right-hand sides of (9-7) and (9-11) can be equated.
Rearranging the resulting equation and applying (9-12) yields:
(9-17)

[ W ' ( t ) / W ( t )] − [ P' ( t ) / P( t )] = [ Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t )] − [ X ' ( t ) / X ( t )] ≡ TFPG ( t ) .

Thus, under assumption (9-16), the Divisia TFPG measure equals the Divisia input price growth
rate minus the Divisia output price growth rate.
The Divisia productivity index defined by (9-12) was related to measures of production
function shift by Solow (1957) in the case of one output and two inputs, and by Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967) in the N input, M output case. Solow and also Jorgenson and Griliches adopted
this framework in their early growth accounting studies, as we shall discuss in section 10. These
authors assumed constant returns to scale, so their analysis cannot be applied directly to
situations where this assumption is inappropriate. However, Denny, Fuss and Waverman (1981,
pp.196–199) relate the Divisia TFP measure defined by (9-12) to shifts in the cost function
without assuming constant returns to scale. Here we summarize the analysis of Denny, Fuss and
Waverman using slightly different notation than they did.
Up to this point, our discussion of the Divisia indexes has made no mention of cost
minimizing behavior. The approach of Denny, Fuss and Waverman requires us to assume that
the productive unit continuously minimizes costs for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 . The production unit’s cost
function is c( y, w , t ) where y( t ) ≡ [ y1( t ), ..., y M ( t )] denotes the vector of outputs and
w( t ) ≡ [ w1( t ), ..., w N ( t )] denotes the vector of input prices. (The t variable in c( y, w , t ) is
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viewed as representing the fact that the cost function is continuously changing due to technical
progress over time.) Under the assumption of cost minimizing behavior for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 , we have54
(9-18)

C( t ) ≡ ∑ N
n=1 w n ( t ) x n ( t ) = c[ y( t ), w ( t ), t ] .

We define the continuous time technical progress measure as minus the (percentage) rate
of increase in cost at time t:
(9-19)

TP ( t ) ≡ − {∂c[ y( t ), w ( t ), t ] / ∂t} / c[ y ( t ), w ( t ), t ] .

Shephard’s (1953, p.11) Lemma implies that the partial derivative of the cost function
with respect to the nth input price equals the cost minimizing demand for input n, given by:
(9-20)

x n ( t) = ∂c[ y( t ), w( t), t ] / ∂w n ,

n = 1, 2..., N.

Differentiating both sides of (9-18) with respect to t, dividing both sides of the resulting equation
by C(t), and using (9-19) and (9-20), we obtain
(9-21)

C' ( t ) / C( t ) ≡ ∑ M
m =1 {∂c[ y ( t ), w ( t ), t ] / ∂y m } [ y 'm ( t ) / C ( t )]
+ ∑N
n =1 x n ( t ) [ w 'n ( t ) / C( t )] − TP ( t )
C
N
= ∑M
m =1 ε m ( t ) [ y' m ( t ) / y m ( t )] + ∑ n =1 s n ( t ) [ w' n ( t ) / w n ( t )] − TP ( t ),

where ε m ( t ) ≡ {∂c [ y ( t ), w ( t ), t ] / ∂y m } / {c[ y( t ), w( t ), t ] / y m ( t )} is the elasticity of cost with
respect to the mth output quantity and s C
n ( t ) ≡ [ w n ( t ) x n ( t )] / C( t ) is the nth input cost share.
Denny, Fuss, and Waverman (1981, p.196) define the rate of change of the continuous
time output aggregate, Q(t), as follows:
(9-22)

M
Q' (t) / Q(t) ≡ ∑ M
m =1 ε m ( t ) [ y'm ( t ) / y m ( t )] / ∑ i =1 ε i ( t ) .

Recall that the Divisia expression for the output growth rate given in (9-6) weights the individual
output growth rates, y'm ( t ) / y m ( t ) , by the revenue shares, s R
m ( t ) . Alternatively, in (9-22),
y'm ( t) / y m ( t) is weighted by the mth cost elasticity share, ε m ( t ) / ∑iM=1 εi ( t ) . It can be shown

54

To reconcile the notation used here with the notation used in previous sections, note that
0
c ( y0 , w 0 ) = c[ y( 0), w ( 0), 0] and c1 ( y1, w1) = c[ y(1), w(1), 1] with y( t ) ≡ y t and w( t) ≡ w t for t = 0, 1.
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that ∑ M
i=1 ε i ( t ) is the percentage increase in cost due to a one percent increase in scale for each
55
output. We define the reciprocal of this sum to be a measure of (local) returns to scale:
(9-23)

−1
RS ( t ) ≡ [∑ M
i=1 εi ( t )] .

Now equate the right-hand side of (9-11) to the right-hand side of (9-21). Using (9-9), (922), and (9-23), we obtain the following decomposition of the technical progress measure in
terms of returns to scale, output growth and input growth:
(9-24)

TP ( t ) = [ RS( t )] −1 [Q' ( t ) / Q( t )] − [X' ( t ) / X( t )] .

In order to relate the technical progress measure TP(t) defined by (9-19) to the Divisia
productivity measure TFPG(t) defined by (9-12), we use equation (9-12) to solve for
X ' ( t ) / X ( t ) = [ Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t ] − TFPG ( t ) and use equation (9-25) to solve for X ' ( t ) / X ( t ) .
Equating these two expressions for X ' ( t ) / X ( t ) and rearranging terms yields
(9-25)
(9-26)

TFPG ( t ) = [ Y' ( t ) / Y( t )] − [ RS( t )]−1 [Q' ( t ) / Q( t )] + TP ( t )
= TP ( t ) + {Q' ( t ) / Q( t )} {1 − [RS( t )] −1} +{[ Y' ( t ) / Y( t )] − [ Q' ( t ) / Q( t )]} .

Equation (9-25) is due to Denny, Fuss, and Waverman (1981, p.197). This equation says that the
Divisia productivity index equals the technical progress measure TP(t) plus the marginal cost
weighted output growth index, Q ' ( t ) / Q( t ) , times a term that depends on the returns to scale
term, {1 − [ RS( t )] −1 }, that will be positive if and only if the local returns to scale measure RS (t )
is greater than 1, plus the difference between the Divisia output growth index, Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t ) , and
the marginal cost weighted output growth index, Q ' ( t ) / Q( t ) .
Denny, Fuss, and Waverman (1981, p.197) interpret the term Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t ) − Q ' ( t ) / Q ( t ) as
the effect on TFPG of nonmarginal cost pricing of a nonproportional variety. Their argument
goes like this. Suppose that the mth marginal cost is proportional to the period t selling price
p m ( t ) for m = 1, 2, ..., M. Let the common factor of proportionality be λ ( t ) Then we have:
(9-27)

∂c [ y ( t), w ( t), t] / ∂y m = λ( t) p m ( t)

m = 1, 2, ..., M.
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The elasticity of cost with respect to a scale variable k is defined as {1 / c[ y( t ), w ( t), t ]} times the following
derivative evaluated at k = 1:
M
∂ c[ ky ( t ), w ( t ), t ] / ∂k = ∑ M
m =1 y m ( t) ∂c( y( t), w ( t ), t ) / ∂y m = c[ y( t ), w( t ), t] ∑ m =1 ε m ( t)
where the last equality follows from the definition of ε m ( t) below (9-21). Therefore, the elasticity of cost with

M
respect to scale equals {1 / c[ y( t), w ( t), t ]}{c[ y( t), w ( t ), y ]} ∑ M
m =1 ε m ( t) = ∑ m =1 ε m ( t ) .
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Using (9-27) together with the definitions of ε m ( t ) and s R
m ( t ) , we find that
(9-28)

ε m (t) = s R
m ( t ) λ( t ) R ( t ) / C( t )

m = 1,2,...,M.

Substituting (9-28) into (9-21) and using (9-6) yields
(9-29)

Y' (t ) / Y(t ) = Q' (t) / Q(t) .

Hence, if marginal costs are proportional to output prices56 (i.e., if (9-27) holds), then the term
Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t ) − Q ' ( t ) / Q ( t ) vanishes from (9-26). Note also that if there is only one output good,
then (9-28) and (9-29) will automatically hold.
In this case, (9-26) can be rewritten as follows:
(9-30)

TFPG ( t ) = TP ( t ) + [1 − (1 / RS( t ))] [ Y ' ( t ) / Y ( t )] .

Equation (9-30) is analogous to equation (6.1-11) where, for the one input, one output
case, we decomposed TFPG into the product of a technical progress term and a returns to scale
term. In both of these equations, if output growth is positive and returns to scale are greater than
one, then productivity will exceed technical progress.
Since the continuous time approach to productivity measurement due to Divisia (1926)
and Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) is justified without the assumption of optimizing behavior on
the part of the producer, it provides a continuous time counterpart to the discrete time product
test decomposition. However, in that approach, constant returns to scale and marginal cost
pricing were assumed. On the other hand, the continuous time approach to productivity
measurement due to Denny, Fuss and Waverman (1981) relies on the assumption of optimizing
behavior, but without the assumption of constant returns to scale and allowing for nonmarginal
cost pricing. This second approach provides a continuous time counterpart to the economic
approaches to productivity measurement developed in previous sections.
We conclude this section with brief comments on the problems associated with the
continuous time approaches discussed in this section.
First, as already noted, in order to make operational any continuous time approach to
productivity measurement, it is necessary to replace derivatives such as y 'm ( t ) by finite
differences such as y m ( t + 1) − y m (t ) or y m ( t ) − ym (t − 1) . The apparent precision of the
Divisia approach vanishes when we consider these discrete data approximation problems.
56

It can be shown that if the firm (i) maximizes revenues holding constant its utilization of inputs and (ii) minimizes
costs holding constant its production of outputs, then marginal costs will be proportional to output prices; i.e., we
obtain p t / pt ⋅ yt = mct / mct ⋅y t . Hence prices in period t, p t , are proportional to marginal costs, mc t . It should
be noted that assumptions (i) and (ii) above are weaker than the assumption of overall profit maximizing behavior.
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Diewert (1980, pp.444–446) shows that there are a wide variety of discrete time approximations
to the continuous time Divisia indexes. More recently, Balk (2000) shows how virtually all major
bilateral index number formulas can be derived using various discrete approximations to the
Divisia continuous time index. Second, as we make the period of time shorter and shorter, price
and quantity data for purchases and sales become “lumpy” and it is necessary to smooth out
these lumps. There is no unique way of doing this smoothing. Third, producers do not optimize
at each instant of time. In addition, price and more importantly, quantity data are not available on
a continuous time basis.

10.

GROWTH ACCOUNTING

Growth accounting provides a residual measure of TFPG. Despite the differences in
terms and presentation between the growth accounting and index number literatures, the growth
accounting measure of productivity growth is, in fact, an index number. The form of the growth
accounting TFPG index depends on the functional form of the production function used in
specifying the growth accounting framework.57
Because the growth accounting measure of TFPG is an index number, all of the material
in earlier sections of this chapter is relevant to growth accounting as well. Hence, our treatment
of this approach is limited to illustrating how the growth accounting framework is constructed,
noting where important assumptions enter, and outlining issues concerning the measurement of
the quantity and price variables that enter into a growth accounting study and the meaning of the
resulting TFPG measure: issues that are relevant to the empirical implementation of all measures
of national TFPG.

57

The correspondences that can be worked out between the particular functional forms for the selected production
function and the resulting growth accounting TFPG measure are part of the exact approach to index numbers,
outlined in section 5.
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10.1

Solow’s 1957 Paper58

Solow’s classic 1957 paper, “Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function,”
provides a convenient context for introducing the basics of growth accounting. This study also
influenced many of the subsequent growth accounting studies. As in most studies of this sort,
Solow begins with a production function:
(10.1-1)

Y = F(K , L; t ) .

Y denotes an output quantity aggregate, K and L are aggregate measures for the capital and labor
inputs, and t denotes time.59 Solow states that the variable t “for time” appears in the production
function F “to allow for technical change.” However, having introduced t in this way, he goes on
to observe that this operational definition in no way singles out the adoption of new production
technologies. Indeed, he notes that “slowdowns, speed-ups, improvements in the education of the
labor force, and all sorts of things will appear as ‘technical change.’”
In specifying the true production function, Solow assumes that technical change can be
represented as shifts in the underlying true production function that leave all marginal rates of
substitution unchanged and that are associated with the passage of time but not with expenditures
on physical capital or labor. Under these assumptions, the production function in (10.1-1) can be
rewritten as
(10.1-2)

Y = A ( t ) ⋅ f ( K , L) .

That is, under the stated assumptions the production function can be decomposed into a time
varying multiplicative technical change term and an atemporal production function.60 The
multiplicative factor, A(t), in (10.1-2) represents the effects of shifts over time after controlling
for the growth of K and L.
Solow re-formulates the output and capital input variables as (Y/L)=y and (K/L)=k. He
assumes that the production function is homogeneous of degree one (constant returns to scale),
and that capital and labor are paid their marginal products so that total revenue equals the sum of
all factor costs. Making use of these assumptions and the Divisia methodology, Solow arrives at
the following growth accounting equation:

58

Portions of this section draw on Diewert (1993a, section 3; 1992b, section 5; 1981a, section 7; and 1978b).
A host of index number and aggregation issues are subsumed in the construction of the Y, K and L data series.
60
Solow’s recommendations in his 1957 paper encouraged other researchers to be interested in measuring efficiency
improvement in their econometric studies by the ratio of period t and period s efficiency parameters, as in (5-5), with
the production function for each period specified as the product of a time varying efficiency parameter and an
atemporal production function f, as in (5-4).
59
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(10.1-3)

& / A ) + s ( k& / k ) .
y& / y = ( A
K

The dots over variables denote time derivatives and s K stands for the national income share of
& / A) in (10.1-3) by (∆A / A ) , uses similar discrete
capital.61 Solow approximates the term ( A
approximations for the other variables, and rearranges terms to obtain
(10.1-4)

( ∆A / A) = (∆y / y ) − s k (∆k / k ) .

He reports values for A(t) for the years of 1910 through 1949. These are obtained by setting
A(1909) =1 and using the formula A( t + 1) = A( t )[1 + ∆A( t ) / A( t )] . He interprets the results in
the following passage:
“The reasoning is this: real GNP per man hour increased from $.623 to $1.275. Divide the latter figure by
1.809, which is the 1949 value for A(t), and therefore the full shift factor for the 40 years. The result is a
‘corrected’ GNP per man hour, net of technical change, of $.705. Thus about 8 cents of the 65 cent increase
can be imputed to increased capital intensity, and the remainder to increased productivity”
(p. 316).

Solow’s 1957 study built on other attempts by economists to reconcile the forecasting
implications of the early estimated aggregate production functions with direct measures of the
growth of aggregate product. Abramovitz (1956) had previously compared a weighted sum of
labor and capital inputs with a measure of total output and had concluded that to reconcile these,
it was necessary to invoke a positive role for technical progress over time. He recommended
using time itself as a proxy for productivity improvements. Still earlier, in a 1942 German article,
Tinbergen made use of an aggregate production function that incorporated a time trend. His
stated purpose in doing this was to capture changes over time in productive efficiency.
In section 6 we showed that a TFPG index can be represented as the product of a
technical progress term, TP, and a returns to scale term, RS. With Solow’s assumption of
constant returns to scale (i.e., the assumption that RS=1), the technical progress term equals the
TFPG index. Thus, under the assumptions of his model, Solow’s shift factor estimates could be
thought of as estimates of both TP and TFPG, and this view was adopted in other studies in this
same tradition.
The growth accounting literature grew phenomenally from 1957 on. The methodology
was extended and applied in large scale empirical studies by Griliches (1960, 1963), Denison
(1967) and Kendrick (1973, 1976, 1977) among others. In his Presidential Address delivered at
the one-hundred tenth meeting of the American Economic Association, Harberger (1998, p. 1)
Solow assumes that all factor inputs can be classified as capital or labor; hence s L =1− s K is the national income
share of labor.
61
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describes growth accounting as an important success story for the economics profession, and
asserts that the work of Jorgenson and Griliches (1967), Jorgenson, Gollop and Fraumeni (1987),
and Jorgenson (1995a, 1995b) has carried growth accounting to the level of a “high art.” Aspects
of the research of Jorgenson and his associates relating to measurement are the subject matter of
the remainder of this section.
10.2

Input Factor Measurement and Jorgenson’s Contributions

Researchers such as Jorgenson have struggled to improve our understanding of the
workings of the aggregate economy by improving the measurement of the capital and labor
quantity and price variables, and also our understanding of the returns in enhanced output
resulting from different sorts of input growth. Of course, by better explaining the portions of
output growth that are due to increased use of specific sorts of factor inputs, measured TFPG will
typically be reduced. This is so for all of the TFPG index number formulas that have been
presented. Thus we have the paradoxical result that progress in measuring TFPG can manifest
itself in the form of falling values of TFPG over time.
We first take up issues in the measurement of the labor input, and then turn to related
capital measurement issues.
10.2.1 Measuring the labor input
Jorgenson (1995a) observes that Solow’s (1957) definition of investment is limited to
tangible assets and argues that this narrow definition is one reason why Solow attributed so much
of U.S. economic growth to “residual” growth in productivity.
According to Jorgenson, in computing the labor aggregate, hours of work of persons with
differing stocks of human capital should be weighted by their differing marginal products. In a
1967 paper, Jorgenson and Griliches present a constant quality index for labor with workers
differentiated by their educational attainment.62 More recently, Gollop and Jorgenson (1980,
1983) produced constant quality indexes of labor input for 51 industrial sectors of the U.S.
economy. They disaggregated the labor input for each industry by age, sex, educational
attainment, class of employment, and occupation.63 As part of this research effort, they created
62

In implementing this approach, he built on earlier research by Griliches and Denison. So-called constant quality
indexes of labor input were developed by Griliches (1960) for U.S. agriculture and by Denison (1962) for the U.S.
economy as a whole.
63
It is important to note that age and sex are not productive attributes. These are proxy variables, totally immutable
by individual effort, that have relationships to productive attributes; moreover, these relationships have been
systematically shifting over time. One argument for the use of these particular proxies is that they give rise to more
stable results than other categorizations that might be used. However, it is also important to guard against
introducing systemic but largely invisible statistical discrimination through the way in which statistical evidence
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an extensive data base of hours worked and hourly compensation for the specified categories of
labor input.64 These so-called constant quality labor input indexes are straightforward
applications of index number theory to the measurement of the quantity of labor, though the
inclusion in the labor aggregate of certain segments of the out of work potential labor force is
controversial and forces consideration of the objectives of TFPG measurement.
For example, Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) included unemployed workers in the labor
input aggregate on the grounds that unemployed machines are included in the stock of capital.
However, we note that individual firms own physical capital, but not the persons within whom
the human capital of the firm is developed. A firm must continue paying interest on financial
capital expended on the purchase of physical capital. This is so even if the machine is utilized at
less than full capacity or sits unused. However, a firm does not usually bear ongoing costs for
workers no longer employed by the firm. Of course, most developed countries do incur costs for
unemployed citizens. Unlike the case of worn out or outdated machines, a nation cannot freely
dispose of workers. However, it is not obvious what wage rate should be used for the
unemployed when including them in the labor aggregate for the nation. Jorgenson and others
including Fraumeni have also attempted to measure the contributions to the stock of intellectual
capital due to unpaid learning.65 The appropriate selection of input factors to be included in the
input index for a TFPG measure depends on the nature of the productive entity and perhaps also
on the purpose of the measurement exercise. For instance, while it may be reasonable to include
unemployed workers in a national TFPG measure, it would not be appropriate to include them in
a TFPG measure for a firm.

about the economy is compiled. For more on alternative approaches to classifying the labor input see Triplett (1990,
1991).
64
One might wonder why sub-aggregates for labor are used rather than just weighting the labor input for each
worker by the wage rate for that person. One reason is that microeconomic data on hours of work and wages or
earnings for a census of workers are not available on an ongoing basis at the national level. Also, however, the
researchers were interested in computing estimates of the contributions to overall economic growth of the observed
growth in the quantities of different sorts of labor. This is a separate, though complimentary, research objective to
computing estimates of TFPG.
65
For example, in a 1986 paper, Fraumeni and Jorgenson extended the vintage capital accounting approach
developed by Christensen and Jorgenson (1969, 1970) for physical capital to investments in human capital. In their
1992 study, they find that a major part of the value of the output of educational institutions accrues to students in the
form of increases in their lifetime incomes. They treat these increases as compensation for time invested by
individuals in obtaining education, and that time is treated as an input into the education process. Having calculated
the outlays of educational institutions and the estimated value of student time, they allocate the growth of the
education sector to its sources. Finally, they aggregate the growth of the education and noneducation sectors of the
U.S. economy to obtain a new measure of U.S. economic growth.
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10.2.2 Measuring the capital input
Jorgenson emphasizes internal consistency in data construction for growth accounting.66
He argues that rental rates for capital services rather than asset prices are the appropriate basis
for estimating property compensation, just as wage rates, interpreted as the rental price for the
accumulated human capital stock, are the appropriate basis for estimating labor compensation.
However, as noted above, the machines are mostly owned. Jorgenson argues that rental values
should be imputed on the basis of estimates of capital stocks and of property compensation rates,
with the capital stock at each point of time represented as a weighted sum of past investment.
The weights are viewed as measures of the relative efficiencies of capital goods of different ages
and of the compensation received by the owners. In research with a number of others, Jorgenson
continued to move forward his vision of the proper treatment of capital as a factor of production,
allowing for other factors such as taxation that affect the cost of capital to the producer.67
While agreeing with the objective of adopting a user cost approach for asset pricing,
nevertheless it is important to note that the theoretical and empirical basis is slim for many of the
practical choices that must be made in doing this. Substantial differences in the productivity
measurement results can result from different choices about things such as physical depreciation
rates for which empirical or other scientific evidence is largely lacking. For example, Statistics
Canada has recently used a machinery and equipment depreciation rate of approximately 15%
whereas other countries use something in the 12 to 13% range. These seemingly small
differences in depreciation rates have a huge effect on the resulting national productivity
estimates.

66
67

See Jorgenson (1963, 1980, 1995a).
See for example Hall and Jorgenson (1967, 1971) and Christensen and Jorgenson (1969, 1970).
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11.

CONCLUSIONS

At present, estimates of total factor productivity growth (TFPG), or what some national
statistical agencies like Statistics Canada refer to more realistically as multifactor productivity
growth (MFPG), are being produced for Canada, the United States and a number of other
nations. These estimates have become an important input into national public policy making.
This chapter has surveyed the index number methods and theory behind the national TFPG
numbers.
We began with a statement of four distinct concepts that have been used for TFPG:
• The growth rate for the rate of transformation of total input into total output.
• The ratio of the output and the input growth rates.
• The rate of growth in the real revenue/cost ratio; i.e., the rate of growth in the
revenue/cost ratio controlling for price change.
• The rate of growth in the margin after controlling for price change.
It was demonstrated that all four of these concepts of TFPG can be measured by the ratio of the
output and the input growth rates when there is just one input factor and one output good.
Moving to the case of a general N input, M output production process, the traditional
definitions for the Laspeyres, Paasche, Fisher, Törnqvist and implicit Törnqvist indexes as ratios
of output and input quantity indexes were presented along with the associated definitions of the
Laspeyres, Paasche, Fisher, Törnqvist and implicit Törnqvist quantity and price indexes. The
product rule and the definition of an implicit price index were also introduced. The mathematical
relationships between quantity, price and TFPG indexes were explained, and then used to
demonstrate that the Laspeyres, Paasche and Fisher TFPG index number formulas each give an
equivalent measure of all four concepts of TFPG listed above. However, the different functional
forms represent different approaches to aggregating the inputs and the outputs, and they yield
different estimates of TFPG. This raises the issue of choosing among them.
We also showed that the Paasche, Laspeyres and Fisher quantity and TFPG indexes can
be represented as ratios of quantity aggregates that can be readily interpreted as actual or
hypothetical revenue and cost figures for the current and comparison periods (periods t and s).
Since actual and hypothetical revenue and cost figures play prominent roles in managerial
accounting, their significance can easily be digested by the business world. The Fisher index,
with its Paasche and Laspeyres subcomponents, provides perhaps the more comprehensive
framework for considering and controlling for the consequences of changing price conditions,
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since the Laspeyres component shows how revenues would have grown if the “how it was” price
conditions had continued to prevail while the Paasche part shows how revenues would have
grown versus costs under the “how it is” price conditions of the current period.
There are two main established approaches to choosing among alternative index number
formulas: the axiomatic and the exact index number approaches.
We first reviewed the axiomatic approach to index number choice. This has been a long
established part of the tradition of index number theory. The tests which comprise the axiomatic
approach are properties that have been asserted to be desirable on common sense grounds and
that are possessed by virtually all index numbers in the simplistic case of one input factor and
one output good. An advantage of the axiomatic approach is that it does not depend on
assumptions about optimizing behavior on the part of producers. Also, it is conceptually
consistent with the use of commonly available ex post accounting data.
A somewhat different perspective emerges from the exact index number approach to
index number formula choice, an approach rooted in neoclassical economic theory methods and
models. Using the exact index number approach developed by Diewert (1976), equivalencies can
be worked out between proposed index number formulas and theoretical measures in optimizing
models of producer behavior. Using these equivalencies, a choice can be made among alternative
formulas based on preferred properties for the functional form of the producer’s production or
cost or other dual function. The economic approach evaluates index number formulas on the
basis of their micro-foundations rather than on the basis of the properties of the index numbers
themselves.
In growth accounting the selected aggregate production function is also used as the basis
for decomposing economic growth into components attributed to growth in the various input
factors. It is noted that the growth accounting residual is an index number measure of TFPG.68
Arnold Harberger (1998) refers in his Presidential Address to the American Economics
Association to growth accounting as an important success story for the economics profession.
The modern measures and interpretations of TFPG are a joint creation of economists and index
number theorists. There are few other empirical measures that economists have helped create,
interpret or bring to the attention of public policy and business world practitioners that are
routinely produced and used to the extent that TFPG estimates are now. In this sense,
Harberger’s assessment is surely correct. Nevertheless, there are some important limitations of
68

Different choices of functional form for the growth accounting decomposition of economic growth by input factor
can produce very different empirical results. This can be the case even when the associated growth accounting
TFPG estimates for the different formulas are quite similar. The reason for this is that the TFPG estimates are not
necessarily affected by differences among production functions in the restrictions on interactions among input
factors whereas decompositions of growth by input factor are affected by these restrictions.
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these measures and the current data collection and analysis practices associated with the
production and use of these measures. We conclude by listing what we see as some of the more
important of these limitations:
(1)

The list of inputs and outputs considered must remain constant over the comparison and
current time periods.

This limitation is mainly due to a lack of adequate procedures for dealing with quality
change and with new goods.69 New and improved products and services are constantly being
created and introduced into the market place.
(2)

Quantity and either unit price or total value information must be available for both the
comparison and the current time periods.

This second limitation is problematic because, in addition to the measurement gaps
associated with the appearance of new goods, if the productive entity is an entire nation, there are
always many thousands of inputs and outputs. The available data sources do not fully cover these
even in developed nations with well funded statistical agencies. Moreover, researchers involved
in producing TFPG estimates must often rely on pre-packaged subaggregates. The initial stage of
aggregation should be, but often is not, carried out in a manner that is consistent with the
aggregation appropriate for the TFPG index adopted. Also, there are special problems involved
in obtaining information on purchases of capital inputs, with these problems being most severe
for the vast numbers of small value capital inputs for which there are often no separate records.
(3)

Some sort of user costs or rental prices must be collected or constructed for all included
capital inputs (i.e., for all durable inputs whose initial cost theoretically should be spread
over the multi-period life of the good).

This third limitation of current index number TFPG measurement is problematic because
of unresolved conceptual issues concerning the measurement of user costs for durable inputs. For
instance, when a durable input is purchased, on economic theory grounds it seems clear that the
purchase price should be spread over its useful lifetime. Cost accounting depreciation allowances
attempt to do this, but the traditional accounting treatment of depreciation in an inflationary
environment is unsatisfactory and there is disagreement on how this traditional practice should

69

See Diewert (1987, 1995, 1998a, 1998b, 1999a, 2001), Diewert and Fox (1999), Wolfson (1999), Nordhaus
(1997), Greenstein (1997), and Baldwin, Despres, Nakamura and Nakamura (1997), as well as other papers and the
Introduction in Bresnahan and Gordon (1997).
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be altered. For instance, what interest rate should be used in determining the value of financial
capital tied up in the ownership of durable goods? Should imputed equity interest costs be
included too? There are also more basic unresolved conceptual problems associated with the
measurement of capital inputs. For example, should the quantity of the capital services provided
by a machine during each accounting period be treated as constant (that is, should it be measured
as an average per unit time period) over the lifetime of the machine, or should the quantity be
reduced each period by a deterioration factor to reflect the decline in efficiency of the machine?
The first view leads to a gross capital services concept and the second to a net capital services
concept. These two views can lead to significantly different measures of capital services input
and, hence, to significantly different measures of productivity.70
(4)

The differences between ex ante expected prices and ex post realized prices must be
treated as negligible.

This fourth limitation is problematic because during inflationary time periods substantial
differences can develop between ex ante and ex post prices. Many capital inputs cannot be
adjusted instantaneously (i.e., they cannot be bought or sold instantaneously); therefore, a cost
minimizing producer would be expected to form a priori expectations about the purchase and
disposal prices as well as future interest rates, depreciation rates, and tax rates in order to
calculate the ex ante user cost of capital inputs. However, as researchers, we can only observe ex
post prices, interest rates, depreciation rates, and tax rates; thus we can only calculate ex post
user costs. If the expectations about future prices and rates are not realized, then the ex ante user
costs -- the prices which theoretically should appear in our cost functions or in the exact index
number formulas -- may differ significantly from the ex post user costs.
(5)

The models that economists use to interpret TFPG estimates typically rule out most of the
ways in which business and government leaders try to raise productivity.

The economic approach is built, to date, on a neoclassical foundation assuming perfect
competition, perfect information and, in most studies, constant returns to scale. In recent years,
economists have become increasingly aware of the prevalence of monopolistic markets,
asymmetric information, and pervasive nonconvexities. These developments have the potential
to contribute to a more fruitful rapport between economists and business and government leaders
70

For discussions on the measurement problems associated with capital, see Jorgenson (1963), Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967, pp.254–260; 1972), Diewert (1980, pp.470–486; 1992a), Diewert and Lawrence (2000), and the
references in those papers.
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on the subject of productivity. The leaders of firms and nations strive to capitalize on market
mispricing, information advantages, and opportunities to reap increasing returns to scale -indeed, they view the returns to these activities that result in falling unit costs as productivity
improvements.71
It is true that in a world where all factor inputs are paid their marginal products and there
is no potential for reaping increasing returns to scale, then the only way in which growth in
output could occur would be through increased input use or through changes in external
circumstances.72 This is the world assumed by Solow (1957) and many others. For such a world,
after removing all factor costs in computing TFPG, we would be left with only revenue growth
due to purely external factors. It is from this perspective that Jorgenson (1995a) writes:
“The defining characteristic of productivity as a source of economic growth is that the
incomes generated by higher productivity are external to the economic activities that
generate growth” (p. xvii).

However, this definition of productivity growth seems unlikely to satisfy Harberger’s (1998, p.
1) recommendation that we should approach the measurement of productivity by trying to “think
like an entrepreneur or a CEO, or a production manager.” The perspective of the CEO could be
better accommodated by allowing for a fuller range of market imperfections, common goods
including spillovers from the R&D investments of other producers, increasing returns to scale,
and the information investments that aid businesses in taking advantage of these other factors
that are assumed away in many empirical studies. 73 Doing this is not at odds with the objective
of measuring the contributions of the factor inputs to production as fully and accurately as
possible, which has been the central thrust of the research of Jorgenson and his associates.
At present, there is a serious conceptual gulf between the economic approach to the
interpretation of TFPG measures and the popular perception of what productivity growth is. The
challenge for index number theorists is to develop models that incorporate rather than assume
away what economic practitioners view as some of the main means by which total factor
productivity improvement is accomplished.
71

For the management perspective see, for instance, Armitage and Atkinson (1990) and Kendrick (1984). One-time
changes in organization or management practices that reduce waste or the need for inventories -- these are
essentially investments in the infrastructure of an organization that have resource costs too -- are also usually viewed
as productivity improvement in the business world. Economists who have struggled with the problems of
incorporating some of these factors include Berndt and Fuss (1986), Berndt and Khaled (1979), Diewert and
Morrison 1990), Morrison (1986, 1988), Nakamura and Vertinsky (1994), and Olley and Pakes (1996).
72
This is the world assumed by Solow (1957) and many other economists.
73
Studies of TFPG focusing explicitly on externalities such as R&D spillovers include Bernstein and Nadiri (1989),
Bernstein (1996), Jaffe (1986), and Gera, Wu and Lee (1999). Bernstein (1998) and Bernstein and Mohnen (1998)
extend the theory and empirical treatment of spillover effects on productivity growth to an international context.
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